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SUMMARY

The spatial patterns of bimaterial interfaces along the Parkfield section of the San
Andreas Fault (SAF) and central section of the Calaveras Fault are systematically
investigated with large data sets of near-fault waveforms. Different from the usage of
direct P and S waves in traditional tomographic studies, a particular seismic phase named
fault zone head wave (FZHW) is used to image the bimaterial fault interfaces. The results
show clear variations of seismic velocities contrast both along-strike and along-depth
directions in both regions, which is in general consistent with local geological setting at
surface and existing 3D tomography results. In the Parkfield section of SAF, the result of
velocity contrast is used to test the relationship between preferred rupture directions of
M6 Parkfield earthquakes and bimaterial interface. Strong velocity contrast (~5-10%)
near Middle Mountain (MM) could control the rupture directions of nearby earthquakes
to SE, such as the case for 1966 M6 Parkfield earthquake. In comparison, weak velocity
contrast (~0-2%) near the epicenter of the 2004 Parkfield M6 earthquake (i.e., Gold Hill)
probably has no influence on controlling its rupture direction, which is consistent with the
bilateral rupture of the 2004 Parkfield earthquake. In the central Calaveras Fault, a
detailed analysis of the moveout between FZHWs and direct P waves revealed the
existence of a complicated fault structure with velocity contrast increasing from NW to
SE of station CCO. The high velocity contrast SE of station CCO could be caused by a
low-velocity zone SE of station CCO.
The spatio-temporal variations of seismic velocity around the central Calaveras
Fault and its nearby region are investigated based on the waveform analysis of 333

xii

repeating clusters following the 1984 ML6.2 Morgan Hill earthquake. Clear reduction of
seismic velocity is shown for all repeating clusters immediately after the mainshock,
followed by a logarithmic recovery. The coseismic change mostly occurs at shallow
layers (top few hundred meters) for the region away from the rupture area of the
mainshock, but extends much deeper around the rupture zone of the Morgan Hill
earthquake. The estimated depth of the damage zone is up to 6 km in the fault based on
the repeating clusters directly beneath station CCO.
Finally, temporal changes around the Parkfield section of SAF are studied using
recently developed ambient noise cross-correlation technique. The extracted daily
empirical Green functions (EGFs) from 0.4-1.3 Hz noise records are used to estimate
subtle temporal changes associated with large earthquakes from local to teleseismic
distances. The results show clear coseismic reduction of seismic velocities after the 2004
M6 Parkfield earthquake, similar to the previous observation based on repeating
earthquakes. However, no systematic changes have been detected for other four
regional/teleseismic events that have triggered clear tremor activity in the same region.
These results suggest that temporal changes associated with distance sources are very
subtle or localized so that they could not be detected within the resolution of the current
technique (~0.2%).

xiii

INTRODUCTION

Large earthquakes (M>6) occur on major active faults such as the San Andreas
Fault (SAF) in California. An accurate determination of fault zone (FZ) properties at
seismogenic depth is critical for us to better understand many aspects of earthquake
physics, including faulting mechanism, temporal evolution of FZ during earthquake cycle,
seismic hazard near active FZs, and interaction between FZ and earthquakes. Dense
regional seismic networks in California with permanent and temporal stations provide
abundant dataset to investigate the internal structures and time-varying properties of FZs
using seismic methods. This thesis takes advantage of high-quality seismograms recorded
in many near-fault stations in the Parkfield section of San Andreas Fault (SAF) and the
central Calaveras Fault to image the bimaterial interfaces and detect temporal changes of
FZ properties associated with large nearby and teleseismic earthquakes.
Due to long-term fault movements, strike-slip faults generally juxtapose rocks
with different elastic properties on two sides, forming well-defined bimaterial fault
interfaces. Properties of earthquake ruptures on a bimaterial interface and associated
seismic radiation are significantly different from those expected for a fault in a
homogenous medium (e.g., Ben-Zion 1989; Ben-Zion and Aki 1990). To image these
bimaterial interfaces, a unique phase called fault zone head waves (FZHW) is used,
which provide a high-resolution image of the bimaterial fault interface than traditional
body-wave tomography methods (Ben-Zion and Malin 1991; Ben-Zion et al. 1992). So
far FZHW were only observed along the northern part of the Parkfield section along the
SAF with a relative small dataset (Ben-Zion and Malin 1991) and south of Hollister
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(McGuire and Ben-Zion 2005; Lewis et al 2007). The first two chapters of this thesis deal
with systematic analysis of large sets of seismic waveforms data for imaging the
bimaterial fault interfaces along the entire Parkfield section of SAF and the central
Calaveras Fault.
In Chapter 1 (Zhao et al. 2010), we use the waveforms of ~ 9000
microearthquakes recorded by several seismic networks around the Parkfield section of
SAF to obtain the first-order bimaterial interface properties. The result shows clear
variation of velocity contrast in the along-strike direction. The strongest velocity contrast
(~5-10%) is found near Middle Mountain (MM) and it systematically decreases to ~0-2%
near Gold Hill (GH). However, we did not observe any reversal of velocity contrast along
the active fault interface near GH, as suggested from previous tomography results (e.g.,
Thurber et al. 2006). We also use the obtained velocity-contrast information to explain
the mixed rupture directions of the M6-type Parkfield earthquake sequences.
In Chapter 2 (Zhao and Peng 2008), the first-order bimaterial interface properties
of the central Calaveras Fault are investigated using about 8000 relocated events (Schaff
et al., 2002). To reduce the number of events, we first stack waveforms from a total of
353 repeating clusters and then pick the phases for FZHW and direct waves manually
from these stacked seismograms. The obtained velocity contrasts are 2-3% and 12-14%
NW and SE of station CCO, respectively. These results are consistent with the
interpretation that in the NW the fault interface is relatively simple and sharp, while in
the SE, the fault structure is complicated with a presence of a low-velocity zone.
In addition to the spatial properties of FZs, such as velocity contrast, it is also
important to understand the temporal variations of FZ properties. In last ten years, many
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studies based on artificial repeatable sources/repeating earthquakes have reported that the
occurrences of local large earthquakes can weaken the strength of FZ materials and result
in reduction of seismic velocity and increase of attenuation (Vidale and Li 2003;
Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a, b; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006). These observed short-term
temporal changes might help us to understand the initiation and evolution of damage
zones of strike-slip faults in the geological time scale after many earthquakes cycles (e.g.,
Vidale and Li 2003). Chapter 3 documents clear temporal changes in the near-surface
layers and around the rupture area of the central Calaveras fault following the 1984 Ml
6.2 Morgan Hill earthquake. The obtained results are used to constrain the spatial
extension of the damage zone induced by this mainshock. Finally, recent observations of
remote triggered tremors (e.g., Rubinstein et al., 2010; and references there in) and
microearthquakes (e.g., Hill and Prejean, 2007; and references therein) raise the question
about whether dynamic stresses associated with the passing surface waves of large
regional/teleseismic events could perturb a fault system. This thesis tries to address this
problem in the last part (Chapter 4) using the new developed ambient noise cross
correlation technique (Sabra et al. 2005a, b, 2006; Brenguier et al., 2008b).
In Chapter 3 (Zhao and Peng 2009), temporal changes of FZ properties associated
with the occurrence of the 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake are investigated using a set of
333 repeating earthquakes. A moving-window cross-correlation technique (Niu et al.
2003) is used to detect temporal changes between each repeating earthquake and the
reference event. The largest temporal changes are observed at station CCO that is the
closest station to the rupture zone of the 1984 mainshock. In addition, for this station,
time delays are larger from clusters in the top 5-6 km, and decrease at larger depths. In
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comparison, the time delays from other 5 stations are much smaller, and do not show
clear relationship with hypocentral depths. These results are consistent with the inference
of a widespread damage and non-linearity in the near-surface layers associated with
strong ground motions of nearby large earthquakes, and localized damages and flowertype structures around active faults based on previous studies of FZ structures (Ben-Zion
et al. 2003; Peng et al. 2003; Peng and Ben-Zion 2004) and recent 3-D numerical
simulations (e.g., Ma 2008).
In Chapter 4 (Zhao et al. 2010), a systematic search of temporal changes along the
Parkfield section of the SAF is conducted by cross-correlating relatively high-frequency
(0.4-1.3 Hz) ambient noise signals recorded by 10 borehole stations of the High
Resolution Seismic Network. Using both stretch/compressed and moving-window crosscorrelation techniques to measure the delay time and the decorrelation-index between the
daily empirical Green Functions (EGFs), clear changes have been found from both
median seismic velocity and decorrelation-index associated with the 2004 M6 Parkfield
earthquake. Then the same procedure is applied to the data around four
regional/teleseismic events that have triggered non-volcanic tremor in the same region, in
order to investigate the interaction between large earthquakes from large distances and
fault zone systems. These results suggest that temporal changes associated with distance
sources are very subtle or localized so that they could not be detected within the
resolution of the current technique (~0.2%).
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CHAPTER 1
VARIATIONS OF THE VELOCITY CONTRAST AND RUPTURE
PROPERTIES OF M6 EARTHQUAKES ALONG THE PARKFIELD
SECTION OF THE SAN ANDREAS FAULT

Summary
The work in this chapter is published in Zhao et al. (2010a). We investigate the
seismic velocity contrast across the San Andreas Fault (SAF) in the Parkfield area using
fault zone head waves (FZHW) that propagate along the bimaterial fault interface and
direct P waves. We systematically analyze large data sets of near-fault waveforms
recorded by several seismic networks over the period 1984–2005. Clear FZHW are
observed at many stations on the NE side of the fault in the creeping section of the SAF
north of Middle Mountain (MM). This indicates the presence of a sharp bimaterial
interface and that the NE side of the fault has lower seismic velocities in that region. The
obtained P-wave velocity contrast is about 5–10% north of MM, and it systematically
decreases to 0–2% near Gold Hill (GH). The along-strike variations of the velocity
contrast are consistent with geological observations of a sliver of high-velocity rock
immediately to the NE of the SAF near GH, associated with the GH fault, and existing 3D seismic tomography results. The obtained imaging results offer an explanation for the
mixed rupture directions of the Magnitude (M) 6 type Parkfield earthquakes. The strong
velocity contrast around MM is expected to produce a preferred propagation direction to
the SE for earthquakes that nucleate near MM (e.g. the 1934 and 1966 Parkfield
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earthquakes). In contrast, the near-zero velocity contrast and multiple fault branches near
GH imply that earthquakes that nucleate near GH (e.g. the 2004 Parkfield earthquake) are
not expected to have a preferred propagation direction to the SE, and are likely to
propagate in directions that are controlled by other factors such as structural and stress
heterogeneities. The observed systematic reduction of the velocity contrast along the SAF
from NW of MM to SE of GH provides a dynamic arrest mechanism for earthquakes that
nucleate in the northern part of the Parkfield section and propagate to the SE, and a
dynamic arrest mechanism for earthquakes that nucleate in the southern section and
propagate to the NW.

1.1

Introduction

Large earthquakes occur on major fault structures. Due to long-term tectonic
movements, such faults tend to juxtapose rocks of different elastic properties, resulting in
well-defined bimaterial interfaces. Contrasts of elastic properties across large faults have
been imaged by seismic reflection and refraction studies (e.g. Fuis et al. 2001, 2003;
Catchings et al. 2002; Lutter et al. 2004), body and surface wave tomography (e.g.
Eberhart-Phillips and Michael 1993; Shapiro et al. 2005; Thurber et al. 2006), modeling
of geodetic data (Le Pichon et al. 2005; Fialko 2006;Wdowinski et al. 2007) and analysis
of fault zone head waves (FZHW) that refract along the biomaterial fault interfaces (BenZion and Malin 1991; Ben-Zion et al. 1992; Hough et al. 1994; McGuire and Ben-Zion
2005; Lewis et al. 2007; Zhao and Peng 2008).
Properties of earthquake ruptures on a bimaterial interface and associated seismic
radiation can be significantly different from those expected for a fault in a homogenous
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solid (e.g. Weertman 1980; Andrews and Ben-Zion 1997; Ranjith and Rice 2001; BenZion 2001). In contrast to the case of a homogenous solid, ruptures on a planar bimaterial
interface produce dynamic changes of normal stress σ n that depend on the spatial
derivative of in-plane slip, material properties, rupture velocity, and the direction of
rupture propagation. For standard subshear ruptures the change of σ n at the tip
propagating in the direction of slip of the compliant solid (referred to as the “preferred”
direction) is tensile, while the change at the tip propagating in the opposite direction is
compressive. For supershear ruptures, the senses of changes of σ n are reversed
(Weertman 2002; Shi and Ben-Zion 2006). The amplitudes of the near-tip changes
increase with propagation distance along the bimaterial interface due to a continual
transfer of energy to shorter wavelengths (e.g. Adams 1995; Ben-Zion and Huang 2002).
The above dynamic effects produce a slip pulse that propagates for wide ranges of
frictional, bimaterial contrast, and initial stress conditions predominately in the preferred
direction (e.g. Shi and Ben-Zion 2006; Dalguer and Day 2007; Brietzke et al. 2007, 2009;
Ampuero and Ben-Zion 2008). The seismic shaking hazard associated with earthquake
ruptures depend strongly on the rupture direction (e.g. Aki and Richards 2002; Ben-Zion
2003; Olsen et al. 2006). The interaction between slip and normal traction along a
bimaterial interface makes those interfaces mechanically-favored surfaces for rupture
propagation (Ben-Zion and Andrews 1998; Brietzke and Ben-Zion 2006).
Many moderate and large earthquakes appear to be unilateral (McGuire et al.
2001). If the rupture propagation directions of earthquakes are affected strongly by the
existence of bimaterial interfaces, the imaging of such interfaces can be used to predict a
statistical preference for the propagation directions of earthquakes on the various
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structures. This knowledge can greatly improve the ability to evaluate local seismic risks
and mitigate earthquake hazard. The seismic data associated with the well-instrumented
Parkfield section of the San Andreas Fault (SAF) in central California (e.g. Bakun et al.
2005) provide important opportunities for detailed examinations of the relations between
fault zone structures and earthquake properties. The SAF in that area (Figure 1.1)
juxtaposes overall a faster granitic block on the SW side against a slower Franciscan
block on the NE side, but the velocity structure is associated with various local
complexities (e.g. Eberhart-Phillips and Michael 1993; Rymer et al. 2006; Thurber et al.
2006). The 1966 M6 Parkfield earthquake (and presumably several previous M6 events
in the area) nucleated under Middle Mountain (MM) and propagated along the SAF
toward the SE, while the 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquake started near Gold Hill (GH) and
propagated primarily in the opposite direction (Bakun et al. 2005).
The “opposite” propagation direction of the 2004 Parkfield event led Harris (2004)
and Harris and Day (2005) to conclude that bimaterial interfaces are not important for
earthquakes rupture on natural faults. Ben-Zion (2006) commented that the mixed
propagation directions may be produced by local variations of the velocity structure
associated with (1) a sliver of high-velocity rock immediately to the NE of the SAF,
related to the GH fault, which may produce a local reversal of the velocity contrast near
the hypocenter of the 2004 M6 event, and (2) the existence of two major bimaterial
interfaces - the main SAF and the Southwest Fracture Zone (SWFZ) - having velocity
contrasts of opposite sense. Ben-Zion (2006) pointed out that higher resolution imaging
studies of bimaterial interfaces, along with better statistics, are needed to test the
hypothesis of preferred propagation direction of earthquake ruptures in the Parkfield area.
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In this chapter we provide detailed seismic imaging of the velocity contrast across
the SAF in the Parkfield area, by systematically analyzing FZHW recorded by many
near-fault seismic instruments. The results show systematic variations of the velocity
contrast across the SAF that may help to explain the observed behavior of moderate and
large earthquakes in the area. In the next section we describe the geological setting and
previous studies of the velocity structures around Parkfield. In Section 1.3 we provide a
brief review of FZHW signals and in Section 1.4 we describe details of the analysis
procedure. The results are presented in Sections 1.5 to 1.7 and further discussed in
Section 1.8.

1.2

Tectonic Setting and Previous Studies of Velocity Structures
around the Parkfield section of the SAF

The SAF is a right-lateral strike-slip fault that extends approximately 1200 km
along the boundary between the Pacific and the North American plates. The Parkfield
section of the SAF straddles the transition between the creeping segment of the fault to
the NW and the locked segment to the SE that last ruptured in the great 1857 Fort Tejon
earthquake (Sieh 1978). At least 7 characteristic earthquakes of ~M6 occurred at
Parkfield since 1857, with the most recent one on September 28th 2004 (Bakun et al.
2005). The quasi-periodicity of the first 6 events led to the deployment of many seismic
instruments as part of the Parkfield Earthquake Prediction Experiment (Bakun and Lindh
1985). The instrumentation was further augmented by the recent development of the
SAFOD project (Hickman et al. 2004).
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The surface geological setting around Parkfield is complicated. In general, the
rock types in this section are characterized by faster Salinian granite on the SW side of
the fault, and slower Franciscan rocks and Great Valley sequence on the NE side (Page
1981; Walter and Mooney 1982; Lees and Malin 1990). However, the near-fault seismic
velocity structure includes numerous local variations (e.g., Eberhart-Phillips and Michael
1993; Thurber et al. 2006). In addition, the San Andreas system between MM and GH is
expressed as two principal surface traces (Brown et al. 1967; Rymer et al. 2006): the
main SAF and the SWFZ (Figure 1.1). The main SAF surface trace shows a rightstepping offset across the Cholame Valley south of GH. This offset is considered to be
the northern end of the locked segment that ruptured in the 1857 event, and responsible
for bounding the southern rupture extents of the M6 Parkfield earthquakes (Lindh and
Boore 1981).
While the detailed near-surface structures of the San Andreas system appear
complicated, the relocated seismicity outlines a much simpler fault at seismogenic depth
(Waldhauser et al. 2004; Thurber et al. 2006). The aftershocks of the 2004 Parkfield
earthquake concentrate along the same locations associated with the pre-2004 seismicity,
and form a linear trend that is directly beneath the SWFZ rather than the main SAF
(Waldhauser et al. 2004; Thurber et al. 2006; Simpson et al. 2006). The seismicity trend
connects to the creeping and locked sections of the SAF without obvious bends,
suggesting that the SAF is expressed as a single planar fault at seismogenic depth
(Eberhart-Phillips and Michael 1993; Thurber et al. 2006). Based on this and other
geological observations, Simpson et al. (2006) suggested that the step-over and the
wrapping of the main SAF to the NE is a consequence, rather than the cause, of the
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segmentation of the ~M6 Parkfield earthquakes and the locked patch further south that
last ruptured in the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake.

Figure 1.1. (a) A map of the Parkfield section of the San Andreas fault (SAF). The
background seismicity from 1984 and 2005 (Thurber et al. 2006) and the epicenters of
the 1966 and 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquakes are marked with small dots, and red and
green stars, respectively. The red lines denote surface traces of faults. Seismic stations of
several networks are shown with different symbols. Selective station names are marked.
The background is shaded topography with white being low and dark being high. The
inset shows the area on a map of California. SAF: the main San Andreas fault; SWFZ:
Southwest Fracture Zone. (b) Hypocenters of about 9000 earthquakes inside the dashed
box along the cross-section AA’ (139.2o strike) in (a). The radius of each circle is
estimated from its magnitude, based on a moment-magnitude relationship (Abercrombie
1996) with a circular crack model (Eshelby 1957) assuming a nominal 3-MPa stress drop.
The red and green circles mark the hypocenters of the 1966 and 2004 M6 Parkfield
earthquakes, respectively.
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Several local earthquake tomography models have been developed for a wide
region around Parkfield (Lee and Malin 1990; Eberhart-Phillips and Michael 1993;
Thurber et al. 2006), and a small region around MM (Michelini and McEvilly 1991;
Thurber et al. 2003, 2004). A common feature among these models is a clear seismic
velocity gradient across the SAF, with SW being overall fast and NE being overall slow,
which is generally consistent with the geological observation at the surface. Ben-Zion
and Malin (1991) observed FZHW at several stations on the NE side of the SAF,
indicative of a sharp velocity contrast, and derived from the moveout between the head
and direct P waves an average velocity contrast of about 5% across the SAF near MM.
Ben-Zion et al. (1992) inverted arrival times of FZHW and direct P waves for depthvariations of the velocity contrast near MM, and obtained values that range from 10-20%
in the top 3 km and 3-7% in the deeper section.
Eberhart-Phillips and Michael (1993) and Thurber et al. (2006) imaged in
tomography studies the existence of a high-velocity rock on the (nominally slow) NE side
of the fault at seismogenic depth near GH (Figure 1.2). This high-velocity body has a
maximum P wave velocity of 6.6 km/s, and is assumed to consist of the greenstones and
mafic rocks of the Permanente Terrane (McLaughlin et al. 1996). Thurber et al. (2006)
suggested that this high-velocity body is very close to or in contact with the SAF
interface at depth, and might be spatially related to the area of primary slip (10 cm or
more) during the 2004 Parkfield mainshock (Langbein et al. 2005).
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Figure 1.2. A velocity model from Thurber et al. (2006) at (a) x = −1km, SW of the SAF
and (b) x = 1 km, NE of the SAF. (c) The velocity contrast in percentage along the faultstrike and downdip directions, obtained by dividing the difference with the averaged
velocity shown in (a) and (b). The positive number corresponds to faster velocity in the
SW side. Two black rectangles roughly outline the two regions with reversed velocity
contrast larger than 5% (i.e. the NE side has faster velocity than the SW side). The red
and green dashed circles mark, respectively, the hypocenters of the 1966 and 2004
Parkfield M6 events. The dashed black boxes correspond to the region shown in Figure
1.1b.
1.3

Seismic Fault Zone Head Waves

Unlike the aforementioned tomography studies that use travel times of the direct P
or S waves to image properties of volumetric rock elements, we utilize FZHW to image
directly the bimaterial interface along the Parkfield section of the SAF. A sharp material
contrast across a fault interface should generate FZHW that spend a large portion of their
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propagation paths refracting along the bimaterial interface (Ben-Zion 1989, 1990; BenZion and Aki 1990). The FZHW propagate along the fault with the velocity and motion
polarity of the block with faster seismic velocity. From the bimaterial interface, the
FZHW are radiated to the slower velocity side, where they are characterized by an
emergent waveform with opposite motion polarity to that of the direct body wave. The
FZHW are the first arriving phases at locations on the slower block with normal distance
to the fault (Ben-Zion 1989) less than a critical distance xc given by

[

]

xc = r ⋅ tan cos−1 (α2 / α1 ) ,

(1.1)

where r is the distance that the FZHW propagate along the bimaterial interface and α1 ,

α 2 are the average P wave velocities of the faster and slower media, respectively. Figure
1.3 illustrates the relations between the velocity contrast and critical distance xc for
different along-fault distances r. For a given distance r, smaller values of the velocity
contrast require stations that are closer to the fault to detect the FZHW. With known
values of r and normal distances of stations from the fault, Figure 1.3 could be used to
place limits on the velocity contrast, as done in Section 1.7 of the paper.
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Figure 1.3. The critical normal distance from the fault xc vs. the value of velocity contrast
as a function of along-fault propagation distance r using Equation (1). FZHW are the first
arrivals for the parameters above the blue curves with different propagation distances r.
Since FZHW owe their existence to and spend most of their propagation paths
along the fault interface, they provide a high-resolution tool for imaging the velocity
contrast across the fault, as demonstrated in previous studies (e.g., Ben-Zion et al. 1992;
McGuire and Ben-Zion 2005; Lewis et al. 2007; Zhao and Peng 2008). For an interface
between two different quarter spaces, the differential arrival time (Δt) between first
arriving head wave and the following direct P wave grows with r (Ben-Zion and Malin
1991) as

⎛ 1
1 ⎞ ⎛ Δα ⎞
Δt ~ r ⎜⎜ − ⎟⎟ ~ r ⎜ 2 ⎟ ,
⎝ α2 α1 ⎠ ⎝ α ⎠

(1.2)
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where α and Δα denote the average and differential P wave velocities, respectively. In
this study, we use Equation (1.2) to estimate along-strike variations of the velocity
contrast in the Parkfield section of the SAF.
As mentioned, Ben-Zion and Malin (1991) and Ben-Zion et al. (1992) used head
and direct P waves to image the velocity contrast across the SAF near MM. Ben-Zion et
al. (1992) also demonstrated with numerical tests that including FZHW can significantly
improve the resolution of the velocity structure near the fault. However, these studies
only utilized a small data set associated with about 100 earthquakes NW of MM, and
hence did not provide detailed images of the velocity contrast at different along-strike
locations, and in particular around the epicenter of the 2004 Parkfield event near GH. In
the following sections we conduct a comprehensive analysis of FZHW and P body waves
for the velocity contrast across the SAF at different along-strike positions, using all the
available relevant seismic data in the Parkfield area from 1984 to 2005.

1.4

Data and Analysis Procedure

The seismic data analyzed in this study are recorded by two permanent networks,
the Northern California Seismic Network (NCSN) operated by the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) and the High Resolution Seismic Network (HRSN) operated
by the Berkeley Seismological Laboratory (BSL), along with one temporary Incorporated
Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) Program for Array Seismic Studies of the
Continental Lithosphere (PASSCAL) deployment, the Parkfield Area Seismic
Observatory (PASO) Network (Thurber et al. 2003). Most surface instruments (NCSN
and PASO) are 1Hz L4C or 2Hz L22 short-period velocity sensors with a sampling rate
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of 100/s. In the PASO network, 29 stations are equipped with Guralp 40T broadband
instruments. The 13 HRSN 2 Hz or 4.5 Hz short-period sensors are deployed in 100300m deep boreholes and have a sampling rate of 250/s. In this study, we only analyze
waveforms recorded by the vertical component. The hypocenter locations and origin
times of earthquakes are obtained from the relocated catalog of Thurber et al. (2006).
The employed analysis procedure is as follows. First, we select events occurring
near the SAF. Because the majority of the seismicity in Parkfield appears as one linear
trend beneath the surface traces of the SWFZ (Figure 1.1), we only use events within 1
km of the linear seismicity trend. The strike of this trend is 139.2o clockwise from the
North and we use the epicenter of the 2004 M6 event (120.366o, 35.815o) listed in
Thurber et al. (2006) as the projection center. Next, we select high-quality waveforms
with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ≥ 5 for the HRSN data. We use SNR ≥ 10 for the PASO
and NCSN data because waveforms recorded by the surface stations are generally nosier
than those from borehole instruments.
After the previous steps, we obtain about 2500 and 150 events for stations of the
HRSN and PASO networks, respectively. This provides a good spatial coverage,
especially around the epicenter of the 1966 Parkfield earthquake (i.e. MM). The
distribution of seismic stations around the epicenter of 2004 Parkfield earthquake is
relatively sparse. To balance the distribution of stations and seismicity, we select only 11
stations of the NCSN, which are located on the southern end of our study region near GH
(Figure 1.1). We use about 600 events for these 11 NCSN stations, ranging from 27 km
north of the epicenter of the 2004 M6 event to the southern end of our study region.
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After selecting waveforms with high SNR, we remove the mean value of each
trace and apply a high-pass filter with a corner frequency of 1 Hz to suppress long period
noise. Because the characteristics of FZHW are best expressed in displacement
seismograms, we integrate the original velocity seismograms to obtain the displacement
records, and pick the onset of FZHW and direct P waves manually by examining the
velocity and displacement seismograms simultaneously. We identify FZHW as emergent
first arrivals with opposite motion polarities and systematic moveout from the direct P
waves. The onset of the P wave is picked at a place with a sharp increase of amplitude in
the displacement seismogram (Ben-Zion 1989). Moreover, we require the polarities of
direct P waves to be consistent with right-lateral focal mechanisms. This is justified by
the fact that ~75% of the microseismicity at Parkfield are pure strike-slip events on the
near-vertical planes aligned with the seismicity trend (Thurber et al. 2006; J. L.
Hardebeck, written communication 2008). We also remove records with wrong polarities
generated during certain operation periods of the stations.
Next, we assign three quality factors (A, B, and C) to the picks of both FZHW
and P waves. Quality A and C represent the highest and lowest confidence levels for
phase picking, respectively, while Quality B is an intermediate level. The selection
criteria are as follows. Phases with Quality A have both correct polarities based on rightlateral focal mechanisms and similar waveform characteristics as the synthetic solutions
of the FZHW and P waves (Ben-Zion 1989, 1990). For stations on the NE of the SAF, the
expected polarities of the direct P waves for events from the NW and SE along-strike
directions are up and down, respectively. The direct P waves are expected to have strong
sharp peaks/troughs, and the FZHW are expected to be emergent phases with opposite
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polarity from that of the direct P waves (Figure 1.4a). Quality C is used when either the
onset of FZHW/direct P wave is not reliable due to a low SNR value, or it is relatively
difficult to determine the phase types because of waveform complexities. In Figure 1.4c
the polarity of the first-arriving phase is consistent with that of a FZHW for a right-lateral
focal mechanism, but the complex waveform makes it difficult to pick the onset of the
direct phase. In such cases we set the qualities of both the FZHW and P wave to be C. In
Figure 1.4b the polarity of the first peak suggests that it is a head wave, assuming a rightlateral focal mechanism. However, its amplitude is at the same level as the later-arriving
direct P phase and there is no sharp transition in the character of the two phases as in
Quality A seismograms. Hence, we set the quality factors of both head wave and direct P
arrival to be B. The selection of quality factors is somewhat subjective and relies on the
experience of an analyst. To confirm the quality factor of each picked phase, we also
check phases of nearby events and compare the results from different stations. The results
presented in the following sections are based only on phase picks with quality A or B.
Figure 1.5 shows clear examples of FZHW at station MMNB that are generated
by events to the NW and SE of the station. For events with along-interface distances
larger than ~7 km, the polarities of the first arrival phases are opposite to those predicted
for right-lateral focal solutions, as expected for FZHW. In addition, the differential
arrival time between FZHW and direct P waves increases generally with the alonginterface distance. We fit the moveout with the least-squares method and estimate the
velocity contrast based on the slope of the moveout using Equation (1.2). As in Ben-Zion
and Malin (1991), we use 5.5 km/s as the average P wave velocity in Equation (2). This is
consistent with the average value of seismic velocities at seismogenic depth based on the
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3D velocity model of Thurber et al. (2006). The estimated average velocity contrasts are
~5.1% and ~3.3% for the fault sections to the NW and SE of station MMNB, respectively.
In the next three sections we perform similar analysis using data that are recorded at
different stations, and derive detailed results for spatial variations of the velocity contrast
in different sub-sections of the SAF at Parkfield.

Figure 1.4. Examples of displacement waveforms recorded at station MMNB showing
different qualities of the FZHW picks. The red and black vertical dashed lines mark the
onsets of direct P waves and FZHW, respectively. The 8-digit numbers denote the CUSP
id of the corresponding waveforms.
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Figure 1.5. (a) Vertical displacement seismograms recorded by the HRSN station MMNB
showing the moveout between FZHW and direct P waves along the fault. The red vertical
dashed lines mark the onset of the P waves. The red dots mark the onset of FZHW and
the blue line shows the least-squares fitting of the moveout. The estimated velocity
contrasts using Equation (1.2) and an average P wave velocity of 5.5 km/s are also
labeled. The number of plotted waveforms is reduced by 90% from the analyzed data for
better illustration. (b) A cross-section view of the seismicity with corresponding
waveforms shown in (a) along the 139.2o strike direction. Events with FZHW are marked
by red circles. The distances on the top and bottom of the panel are relative to the
recording station (black triangle) and the 2004 Parkfield earthquake (the green star)
projected along the SAF strike, respectively. The two black rectangles outline the regions
with reversed velocity contrast as marked in Figure 1.2c.
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1.5

Variations of the Velocity Contrast along the Strike of the SAF
The identification (or absence) of FZHW associated with given source-receiver

geometries can be used to infer the existence (or absence) of a sharp velocity contrast
across the fault in the study region. For example, station CRAB north of MMNB belongs
to the PASO network, and is located within 1 km of the creeping section of the SAF and
approximately 3.2 km north of the SAFOD site (Figure 1.1). Clear head waves are
observed at this station for events in the NW and SE along-strike directions (Figure 1.6).
Using an average P wave velocity of 5.5 km/s, the moveout corresponds to an average
velocity contrast of ~7.6% and ~9.9% for the fault sections to the NW and SE of station
CRAB, respectively. Similarly, Figure 1.7 shows clear head wave signals recorded at the
HRSN borehole station EADB between stations MMNB and GHIB (Figure 1.1). Here,
however, the estimated velocity contrasts for sections centered at this station, obtained by
the same procedure, are about 5.7% to the NW and only 3.9% to the SE. In addition, the
absolute differential arrival times between the FZHW and direct P waves from the NW
are considerably larger than those from the SE, indicating a possible change of velocity
contrast near EADB.
Figure 1.8 gives a summary of the velocity contrast values that are derived for
sections to the NW and SE that are centered at different stations in the study area. Clear
head waves are only observed at stations located NE of the fault, indicating that the
seismic velocity on the SW side of the fault is overall faster than that on the NE side. As
shown in Figure 1.8, however, the results also indicate clear variations of the velocity
contrast along the fault. The general pattern is that the velocity contrast reaches its
maximum value to the NW of MM (5-10%) and starts decreasing towards the SE. Near
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the epicenter of the 2004 Parkfield earthquake (i.e. GH), the estimated velocity contrast is
very small (0-2%). Additional results on the velocity contrasts at different depths, and in
the opposite along-strike directions around GH, are given in Sections 1.6 and 1.7.

Figure 1.6. Vertical displacement seismograms recorded by the PASO station CRAB
showing the moveout between FZHW and direct P waves along the fault. Other symbols
are the same as in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.7. Vertical displacement seismograms recorded by the HRSN station EADB
showing the moveout between FZHW and direct P waves along the fault. Other symbols
are the same as in Figure 1.5. The number of waveforms in (a) is reduced by 90% for
better illustration.
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Figure 1.8. A summary of the obtained velocity contrasts across the SAF in the Parkfield
area. The green and blue arrows represent, respectively, velocity contrast values for
along-strike sections to the NW and SE that are centered at different stations. The length
of each arrow is proportional to the percentage of the velocity contrast. Other symbols are
the same as in Figure 1.1.
1.6

Variations of the Velocity Contrast with Hypocentral Depth

We observe the existence of velocity contrast across the fault throughout the
seismogenic zone, along with changes of the velocity contrast with depth and with
different locations along the fault. Figure 1.9a shows a clear moveout of differential
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arrival times with increasing depth for events having along-strike distances from station
MMNB of less than 2 km. Assuming again that the average P wave velocity is 5.5 km/s,
the average velocity contrast for the entire seismogenic zone in that location is ~7.3%.
This value is compatible with the inference of a deep penetrating fault interface near MM
from 3D tomography (Thurber et al. 2006) and previous FZHW studies (Ben-Zion et al.
1992). In contrast, for events directly beneath station GHIB, which is located close to the
epicenter of the 2004 M6 event, we can only identify candidate FZHW in several traces
(Figure 1.9b). The results imply a lack of a velocity contrast (in which the NE side is the
block with slower seismic velocity) over much of the seismogenic zone beneath GHIB.
To obtain additional results on values of the velocity contrasts in the GH region,
we plot in Figures 1.10 and 1.11 the moveout of FZHW in waveforms at station GHIB
that are generated by earthquakes at different depth sections. We separate the entire
dataset into two groups associated with earthquakes above and below 7 km, which is
roughly the boundary between two major near-horizontal seismic streaks identified from
relocated seismicity (Waldhauser et al. 2004; Thurber et al. 2006). Compared with the
results around MM near the epicenters of the 1934 and 1966 M6 events (Figures 1.5 and
1.9a), the pattern of velocity contrast around GH near the epicenter of the 2004 M6 event
exhibits a strong along-strike asymmetry. A clear moveout is shown to the NW side of
station GHIB for both shallow and deep seismicity, especially for events that are north of
MM (at along-strike distance of about –20 km). This is generally consistent with our
previous observations that the velocity contrast is strongest north of MM and decreases
towards GH (Section 1.5). However, a striking feature of Figures 1.10 and 1.11 is the
near absence of FZHW at station GHIB from seismicity to the SE section of the fault.
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This is especially pronounced in Figure 1.10, indicating the lack of or very small velocity
contrast in the shallow portion of the fault at that section. Even for the seismicity in the
deeper part of the fault to the SE of GHIB, head waves can only be observed sparsely
from certain locations (Figure 1.11), rather than continuously as shown at the stations to
the NW. These results demonstrate clear variations in the strength of the velocity contrast
near the epicentral region of the 2004 Parkfield earthquake in both along-strike and
downdip directions.

Figure 1.9. (a) Vertical displacement seismograms recorded at the HRSN station MMNB
showing the moveout between FZHW and direct P waves with increasing hypocentral
depth. The employed events are approximately underneath the station. Other symbols are
the same as in Figure 1.5. (b) Vertical displacement seismograms recorded at the HRSN
station GHIB for events approximately underneath the station. Other symbols are the
same as (a).
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Figure 1.10. Vertical displacement seismograms recorded by the HRSN station GHIB for
earthquakes with hypocenter depths less than 7 km. Other symbols are the same as in
Figure 1.5. The number of waveforms in (a) is reduced by 75% for better illustration.
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Figure 1.11. Vertical displacement seismograms recorded by the HRSN station GHIB for
earthquakes with hypocenter depths larger than 7 km. Other symbols are the same as in
Figure 1.5. The number of waveforms in (a) is reduced by 90% for better illustration.
1.7

Possible Reversal of Velocity Contrast between MM and GH
As mentioned in Section 1.2, Eberhart-Phillips and Michael (1993) and Thurber et

al. (2006) observed a high P-wave velocity rock on the (nominally slow) NE side of the
SAF at seismogenic depth (Figure 1.2). If this high-velocity body is very close to or
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directly in contact with the active SAF, as suggested by Thurber et al. (2006), it will
produce a locally reversed velocity contrast. This could generate FZHW that will be
recorded at stations on the SW side (generally considered as the fast side) that are within
the critical distance xc for a given along-fault propagation distance (Figure 1.3).
To test the possibility of a local reversal of the velocity contrast, we examine
waveforms recorded at six NCSN stations on the SW side of the fault near GH (Figure
1.1) for systematic opposite first motion polarities. Figure 1.12 shows records from
station PHA, which is the closest station to the fault on the SW side. The first motions
generally match the expected polarities of the direct P waves from right-lateral strike-slip
focal mechanisms, even for events near the local high velocity region NE of the fault of
Thurber et al. (2006). The only exception is one cluster of events at depth around 14 km,
which are outside the “suspected” region. However, the abnormal first arrivals from this
cluster are unlikely to be associated with FZHW since their focal mechanisms contain a
mixture of strike-slip and normal faulting (Figure 1.13). We also observe abnormal first
motions from this cluster of events at all six stations on the SW side of the SAF. We
conclude that the abnormal first motions from this cluster are probably caused by
different focal mechanisms in a region of complex source geometries.
Based on the lack of observation of FZHW at station PHA, we can attempt to
estimate the upper-limit value of the possible reversed velocity contrast from the local
high velocity region NE of the SAF (Figure 1.2). Using in Equation (1.1) and Figure 1.3,
a normal distance of station PHA from the SAF of 2 km and an average propagation
distance of 10 km, the corresponding limit for a reversed velocity contrast is 2%. This
estimate assumes that the seismicity is located on the interface between the high velocity
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body of Figure 1.2 and the main SAF. However, the seismicity is clearly offset from the
SAF and occurs essentially under the SWFZ. This limits our ability to constrain the
maximum allowable value of a sharp reversed velocity contrast of the localized high
velocity body NE of the SAF that is imaged by Eberhart-Phillips and Michael (1993) and
Thurber et al. 2006).

Figure 1.12. (a) Vertical displacement seismograms recorded at the HRSN station PHA
located SW of the fault. Waveforms with first motions opposite to the polarities predicted
from right-lateral focal mechanisms are marked by red dots. (b) The seismicity with
corresponding waveforms shown in (a) along the 139.2o strike. Events with abnormal
first motions in (a) are shown with red circles. Other symbols are the same as Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.13. Focal mechanism solutions of selected events from the ”suspected” region
with reversed velocity contrast and the events marked in Figure 1.12 with red circles.
Other symbols are the same as Figure 1.5. The focal mechanism solutions are obtained
from the Northern California Earthquake Data Center.
1.8

Discussion

We conducted a comprehensive imaging of the existence and average properties
of sharp velocity contrast interfaces along the Parkfield section of the SAF using FZHW
and direct P waves. Clear FZHW are observed only for stations on the NE side of the
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fault, indicating that the crustal block to the SW of the fault has generally higher seismic
velocity than the block to the NE. In addition, we found clear along-strike variations of
the velocity contrast along the SAF (Figure 1.8). In the NW part of our study region, and
around MM near the epicenters of the 1934 and 1966 M6 events, the velocity contrast is
fairly strong (5-10%) and the bimaterial interface extends to the bottom of seismogenic
zone (Figures 1.5, 1.9a). On the other hand, around GH near the epicenter of the 2004 M6
Parkfield earthquake the velocity contrast is either absent or very small (0-2%),
especially in the top 7 km and in the region to the SE of GH (Figures 1.9b, 1.10, and
1.11).
Our results are generally consistent with the regional geological setting that the
Salinian granite on the SW side of the fault has a faster seismic velocity than the
Franciscan rock and Great Valley sequence on the NE side. Previous local tomography
results also show that the SAF around Parkfield has a clear velocity contrast that varies
along the SAF strike (e.g. Figure 1.2c and Figure 1.6 in Eberhart-Phillips and Michael
1993). We note that the velocity contrasts around MM obtained from previous
tomographic results (e.g., Thurber et al. 2006) are on the order of 10-30%, which is larger
than the range of 5-10% inferred from this study. The difference may be related to the
fact that the tomographic images involve rock volumes that extend some distance away
from the fault, and may hence be influenced by off-fault structures, while the imaging
based on FZHW apply more strictly to the fault interface itself. It is also possible that the
along-strike spatial averaging of FZHW as they propagate through regions with different
velocity contrasts may reduce the obtained contrast values. The third possibility could be
due to the fact that the existing damage zone along the fault interface (e.g., Li et al., 2006)
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might reduce the value of velocity contrast. However, this explanation has to be justified
by the depth extent of damage zone (e.g., Chapter 3). If the depth extent of damage zone
is above the active seismogenic zone as suggested from some studies (Ben-Zion et al.,
2003), it might not affected the estimated velocity contrast.
The geological observation of mafic igneous rocks (Figure 1.14), local seismic
tomography results (Figure 1.2), and local gravity map (Figure 1.15) all indicate the
existence of high-velocity rocks on the NE side of the fault near GH (Eberhart-Phillips
and Michael 1993; McPhee et al. 2004; Thurber et al. 2006). Some of these studies
suggest that the seismic velocity of these rocks on the NE side may exceed that of the
predominantly faster rock to the SW of the fault (Figure 1.2c), producing a locally
reversed velocity contrast across the SAF. Unfortunately, the locations of the seismicity
and stations on the SW side of the fault limit our ability to confirm the existence of a
sharp reversed velocity contrast across the SAF in that area. We may infer that the highvelocity rock on the NE side of the SAF near GH probably does not touch the SWFZ,
which is outlined by the active seismicity, at seismogenic depth, and the rocks adjacent to
SWFZ on both sides probably have the same seismic velocities in that region.
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Figure 1.14. Location of high-velocity mafic igneous rocks exposed on the northeast side
of SAF near Gold Hill is marked as a gray ellipse near the epicenter of the 2004 M6
Parkfield event (from Simpson et al. 2006).

Figure 1.15. Regional Isostatic gravity map near Parkfield with MM (Middle Mountain)
and GH (Gold Hill). Modified from McPhee et al. (2004).
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The along-strike variations of the velocity contrast observed in this study are
consistent with geological and geophysical results on the evolution of the SAF in this
region. Detailed geological studies have found mafic igneous rocks exposed at GH on the
NE side of the main SAF surface trace, which may correspond to the high-velocity body
imaged by previous tomography studies (e.g. Eberhart-Phillips and Michael 1993;
Thurber et al. 2006). These rocks have similar characteristics to those exposed at the
Eagle Rest Peak about 150 km to the SE, and hence were likely transported to GH (e.g.
Sims 1993) by the movement of the Pacific plate. Simpson et al. (2006) suggested that
the presence of these rocks on the “wrong” side of the SAF is consistent with progressive
northeastward bending of the SAF and development of a new fault interface (e.g. SWFZ)
with time around Parkfield. This could move rocks that were previously on the SW (i.e.
overall faster) side of the fault to the NE side of the “new” fault interface. Because the
largest warp of the fault traces is near GH (Figure 2 of Simpson et al. 2006), we should
expect that the fault interface near GH has a smaller velocity contrast than that near MM.
This is supported by our observations. The multiple shifts of the active traces of the SAF
near GH (Dibblee et al. 1999) could also offset the newly-developing active fault in that
area (SWFZ) away from a sharp bimaterial interface. The high-velocity rock on the NE
side of the main SAF near GH appears to be seismically inactive at present (e.g. Simpson
et al. 2006; Thurber et al. 2006).
Our observations of clear along-strike variations of the velocity contrast along the
SAF offer, along with the above discussion, an explanation for the mixed propagation
directions of the M6-type Parkfield earthquakes (Harris and Day 2005; Ben-Zion 2006).
Since the velocity contrast around MM is large and positive (with the SW side being fast
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and the NE side being slow), the preferred propagation direction for earthquakes
nucleating in that region is to the SE. The 1934 and 1966 events had hypocenters around
the MM region, and were associated with propagation directions to the SE, which is
consistent with the preferred rupture direction generated by the bimaterial effects (e.g.
Weertman 1980; Shi and Ben-Zion 2006; Ampuero and Ben-Zion 2008). The 2004 M6
earthquake nucleated near GH with a near-zero velocity contrast in the active seismic
fault (i.e., the SWFZ) and perhaps a reversed contrast across the main SAF (e.g. Thurber
et al. 2006). Thus, in contrast to the region further to the north, the region around the
hypocenter of the 2004 event is not expected to produce a preferred propagation direction
to the SE. Instead, the discussed local structural complexities would probably dominate
the nucleation and propagation of earthquake ruptures near GH.
Our results on the reduction in the strength of the velocity contrast across the SAF
near GH also provide a dynamic arrest mechanism for the M6 Parkfield events. This is
because the amplitude of the dynamic changes of normal stress along a bimaterial
interface increases (e.g. Ben-Zion and Andrews 1998; Ranjith and Rice 2001; Ben-Zion
and Huang 2002) with increasing degree of the velocity contrast (at least up to about 3040% contrast of S wave velocities). Thus, earthquakes that nucleate near MM will
encounter during their propagation to the SE increasing frictional strength, due to the
diminishing dynamic bimaterial reduction of normal stress associated with the decreasing
velocity contrast in the SE section. Similarly, earthquakes that nucleate near GH will
encounter with continuing propagation to the NW increasing frictional strength, due to
the growing dynamic increase of normal stress at the rupture tip produced by the
increasingly pronounced velocity contrast (with slower NE side) in the NW section.
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Additional details on the differences between the velocity contrasts across the
SAF in the MM and GH regions can be obtained by performing a joint inversion of
FZHW and direct P waves for dissimilar layered velocity structures on the opposite sides
of the fault in these locations (Ben-Zion et al. 1992; Lewis et al. 2007). This is left for a
future work.
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CHAPTER 2
VELOCITY CONTRAST ALONG THE CALAVERAS FAULT FROM
ANALYSIS OF FAULT ZONE HEAD WAVES GENERATED BY
REPEATING EARTHQUAKES

Summary
The work in this chapter is published in Zhao and Peng (2008). We systematically
investigate the velocity contrast along the Calaveras fault that ruptured during the 1984
Morgan Hill earthquake using fault zone head waves (FZHW) that refract along the fault
interface. We stack waveforms in 353 sets of repeating clusters, and align the peaks or
troughs of the direct P waves assuming right-lateral strike-slip focal mechanisms. The
obtained velocity contrasts are 2–3% and 12–14% NW and SE of station CCO,
respectively. The FZHW and the fault plane outlined by the relocated seismicity SE of
CCO are more complicated than those NW of CCO. The results can be explained by a
relatively simple and sharp fault interface in the NW, and a complicated fault structure
with a presence of a low-velocity zone in the SE. The along-strike variations in the
strength of the velocity contrast are consistent with surface geological mapping and
recent 3D tomography studies in this region.

2.1 Introduction
As was described in the previous chapter, differential elastic properties are
common across faults, resulting in well-defined biomaterial interfaces. An accurate
determination of the fault interface properties at seismogenic depth can be important for
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various aspects of earthquakes and fault dynamics (e.g., Ben-Zion 2001), and better
quantification of earthquake locations and focal mechanisms (e.g., Hardebeck et al. 2007).
In this work, we show clear evidence of FZHW along the central portion of the Calaveras
fault that ruptured during the 1984 M6.2 Morgan Hill earthquake (Figure 2.1), and use
them to quantify the along-strike variations of the fault interface properties. This section
of the fault juxtaposes the Franciscan complex (fast) in the NE side and a sequence of
marine sediments (slow) in the SW side deposited mostly during the Cretaceous (Page
1984). Franciscan complex rock is a subduction zone complex consisting of a melange of
marine sedimentary rocks and ultramafic bodies. These ultramafic bodies include
serpentinite blocks of the Coast Range Ophiolite (Graymer et al., 1995; Manaker et al.,
2005). Seismic tomography studies in this region have found 6–14% of P-wave velocity
contrast that extends to at least 5 km depth (Michael 1988; Thurber et al. 2007),
consistent with the geological observations.
More than 40% of the recorded seismicity in the aftershock zone of the Morgan
Hill mainshock belongs to repeating earthquakes (Peng et al. 2005). Since repeating
earthquakes rupture almost the same fault patch, they generate nearly identical
waveforms. We take advantage of the abundant repeating earthquakes in the study region,
and stack waveforms in each repeating cluster to enhance the signal-noise ratio (SNR)
and the confidence levels of the FZHW identification. In the next section, we briefly
describe the method to identify repeating clusters. In section 2.3, we present the detailed
procedures of stacking and aligning waveforms. The results are shown in Section 2.4 and
are discussed in Section 2.5.
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Figure 2.1. (a) Location of the central section of the Calaveras fault in California. Dark
lines denote nearby faults. The circles denote the 353 repeating clusters employed in this
study. The star marks the epicentral location of the 1984 Morgan Hill mainshock.
Triangles denote six stations in the NCSN. Shaded background indicates topography with
white being low and dark being high. The inset shows the map of California with the box
corresponding to the study area. SAF, San Andreas fault; CF, Calaveras fault; HF,
Hayward fault. (b) The centroid locations of 353 repeating clusters in the cross-section
map along the Calaveras fault (146o strike). Waveforms generated by events in cluster
C243 (the sold black square) are shown in Figure 2.2.

2.2 Repeating Earthquake Identification
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We identify repeating clusters in the study region using 7857 earthquakes
relocated by Schaff et al. (2002). The detailed procedure is as follows. We first compute
the inter-event distances for all earthquake pairs along and perpendicular to the fault
strike of 146o. The source radius of each event is estimated from its catalog magnitude,
based on a moment-magnitude relationship (Abercrombie 1996) and a circular crack
model (Eshelby 1957) with a nominal 3-MPa stress drop. Two events are considered as a
pair if their inter-event distance along the fault strike is less than the source radius of the
larger event. Next, we organize the event pairs into clusters using the equivalency class
(EC) algorithm (Press et al., 1986). We do not include those events with inter-event
distances perpendicular to the fault strike larger than the source radius. Using the above
criteria, we identify a total of 353 repeating clusters, with at least five events in each
cluster.
We note that the number of identified repeating clusters depends on the assumed
model parameters (e.g., the constant stress drop value and the circular crack model) and
other selection criteria. However, since our main goal of using repeating clusters is to
stack waveforms that are highly similar to enhance the SNR and confidence levels of
FZHW identification, using slightly different parameters will not change the overall
features of the waveform stacks and our main conclusions.

2.3 Waveform Stacking and Alignment
This study employs seismic data recorded by surface stations in the Northern
California Seismic Network (NCSN). Each station has a high-gain, short-period, verticalcomponent sensor, and records at 100 samples/s. The FZHW are the first arriving phases
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at locations on the slower block with normal distance to the fault (Ben-Zion 1989) less
than a critical distance xc given by Equation (1.1). Using a nominal distance r of 10 km,
and an average velocity contrast of 10% from previous tomography studies (Michael
1988; Thurber et al. 2007), the critical distance xc is about 5 km. For the six NCSN
stations that are within 15 km of the Calaveras fault (Figure 2.1), only stations CCO and
CMH are within the critical distances on the slow side (SW) of the fault to record FZHW
as the first arriving phases.
Prior to the analysis, we remove the mean and trend of each trace, and apply a
zero-phase high-pass filter with a corner at 1 Hz to suppress long-period noise. Next, we
select a reference trace that has the highest similarity with others in each repeating cluster,
and remove those traces with cross-correlation coefficient to the reference smaller than
0.8, or the SNR smaller than 2. We then normalize the amplitude of each trace by its
maximum value, and linearly sum all the traces after aligning with the reference trace to
obtain a single stack in each cluster (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2. Vertical-component seismograms around the P arrivals generated by events in
cluster C243 and recorded by four stations. The dashed and solid vertical lines mark the
arrivals of FZHW and direct P waves, respectively. The bottom trace (thick line) is a
simple stack of normalized individual traces at each station by aligning with the P waves.
The occurrence time of each event (2 digit year, month and day) is shown on the left of
each trace.
Next, we align the peaks or troughs of the stacked direct P waves (Figure 2.3),
assuming right-lateral fault mechanisms for all clusters. This is justified by the fact that
the majority of the microseismicity in the Morgan Hill rupture zone have strike-slip focal
mechanisms on near-vertical planes (Michael 1988; Schaff et al. 2002). We also use the
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first motion polarity from other NCSN stations to confirm the radiation patterns. After
aligning the P waves, we manually pick the arrival times of the FZHW by comparing
with the waveform stacks of nearby clusters.

Figure 2.3. (a) Stacked traces at station CCO showing the moveout of the FZHW. The
vertical-axis is the along fault-interface distance between the centroid location of each
cluster and station CCO along the Calaveras fault (146o strike). The P arrivals are aligned
with their peaks or troughs depending on the relative locations of clusters to station CCO,
assuming right-lateral strike-slip focal mechanisms. Short vertical bars mark the fault
zone head wave arrivals. The gray lines mark the slope of moveout by the least-squares
fitting of the head wave picks. The corresponding velocity contrasts with an average P
wave velocity of 5 km/s are marked. (b) Stacked traces at station CMH showing the
moveout of the head waves. All symbols are the same as (a).
After picking of the FZHW phases, we obtain a total of 308 (2181 events) and
312 (2126 events) stacked traces for stations CCO and CMH, respectively. We dropped
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45 traces for station CCO, and 41 traces for station CMH, because the data are severely
clipped, or the stations are outside the critical distances xc for some nearby events. We
also checked the waveforms and found no clear FZHW recorded at other four stations,
CAO, CAL, CAD, and CSC, since they are either on the fast side (SE), or beyond the
critical distance to record FZHW as first arrivals.

2.4 Variations of Velocity Contrast Along Strike and Depth
The stacked waveforms and FZHW arrivals are shown in Figure 2.3 for stations
CCO and CMH. Clear head waves are recorded at both stations with motion polarities
opposite to those of the direct P waves. The time difference (Δt) between the FZHW and
the direct P waves, or moveout, increases with distance along the fault interface r,
indicating the existence of a sharp velocity contrast in this region. We find that the
FZHW moveout SE of station CCO has a larger slope than that to the NW, suggesting a
possible change of velocity contrast along the fault strike. In addition, the moveout to the
NW follows a linear trend, and the head wave signals are relatively simple. In
comparison, the moveout to the SE is more scattered, and the head wave signals are more
complicated. The moveout and head wave signals at station CMH also show similar
changes at a distance of ~20 km (near station CCO), consistent with the patterns observed
at CCO.
The P wave velocity contrast ∆α can be estimated from the slope of the
differential arrival time Δt and the along-interface distance r as Equation (1.2). Assuming
α = 5 km/s based on the average velocity model used in Schaff et al. (2002), we obtain
from least-squares fitting average velocity contrast Δα/α to the NW and SE of CCO of
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2.4±0.1% and 13.0±0.5%, respectively. The Δα/α value is 5.6±0.2% for station CMH. If
we separate the data for CMH for r ≤ 20 km and r > 20 km, the obtained Δα/α are
3.3±0.2% and 6.3±0.9%, respectively.

Figure 2.4. Differential arrival times between FZHW and direct P waves versus the along
fault-interface distances for stations CCO and CMH. The data points are divided into
shallow (depth ≤ 4 km) and deep (depth > 4 km) groups. The solid and dashed lines are
least-squares fittings for shallow and deep groups, respectively. The velocity contrasts for
different groups are shown on the bottom right.
To quantify the depth dependence of the velocity contrasts, we divide the clusters
according to their average hypocentral depths as shallow (depth ≤ 4 km) and deep (depth
> 4 km) groups, and fit the data points in each group separately (Figure 2.4). The
obtained Δα/α for the shallow and deep groups NW of CCO are relatively small and
similar. The velocity contrast for shallow clusters SE of CCO is slightly larger than that
for the deep clusters, while the pattern is the opposite for station CMH. However, the
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difference is probably not significant due the relatively large fitting errors. The obtained

Δα/α for station CMH is between the average Δα/α values NE and SW of station CCO.
In summary, there is some depth dependence of velocity contrast, with slightly larger
values in the shallower crust (depth ≤ 4 km) for station CCO. But the dominant variations
of the imaged velocity contrasts are along-strike.

2.5

Discussion

The existence of the FZHW indicates a sharp material interface along the
Calaveras fault. The time difference Δt between the FZHW and the direct P waves can be
used to document the along-strike and down-dip variations of the strength of the material
contrast. Our results are summarized in Figure 2.5 in map and cross-section views. The
velocity contrast NW of station CCO is ~2-3%, and the head wave signals are relatively
simple. This is consistent with a well-defined fault structure outlined by the
microseismicty (Schaff et al. 2002), indicating a simple and sharp fault interface that
extends to the bottom of the seismogenic depth in that segment. In comparison, the
velocity contrast SE of station CCO is ~12-14%, and the head wave signals are
complicated with many phases between the FZHW and the direct P waves. The existence
of such complicated FZ phases suggests a thick transition zone between the two sides of
the fault (McGuire and Ben-Zion 2005). In addition, the seismicity in the SE is relatively
diffuse, and the surface expression of the Calaveras fault does not coincide with the fault
interface inferred from the earthquake locations (Michael 1988; Schaff et al. 2002). These
evidence suggest the existence of a low-velocity zone SE of station CCO that extends to
the depth of a few kilometers in the SW (slow) side of the fault.
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The obtained variations in the strength of the velocity contrasts along the
Calaveras fault using FZHW are consistent with surface geology and recent 3D
tomography studies in this region. A surface geological map shows an apparent change of
rock types along the Calaveras fault near station CCO (Page 1984). The surface trace cuts
through the Franciscan Complex NE of CCO, resulting in a well-defined fault interface
and a small velocity contrast. In comparison, the fault SE of CCO juxtaposes a lowvelocity marine sedimentary rock in the SW side and the faster Franciscan Complex in
the NE side. Several 3D tomography studies also indicate an apparent low-velocity body
south of CCO, down to a depth of ~5 km (Michael 1988; Thurber et al. 2007). This lowvelocity body is also inferred from the head wave analysis in this study, and is likely
corresponding to the surface expression of the sedimentary layer in the SW side of the
Calaveras fault.
A detailed 3D high-resolution image of the FZ properties in this region can be
obtained by traveltime inversions and waveform modeling of the FZHW and direct P
waves (e.g., McGuire and Ben-Zion 2005; Lewis et al. 2007). This will be pursued in a
follow up study. Our results demonstrate that stacking waveforms generated by repeating
clusters provides an effective tool for increasing the SNR and confidence levels of
FZHW identification, while reducing the total numbers of analyzed waveforms from
several thousands to a manageable number of several hundreds. The sensitivity of FZHW
to the changes of bimaterial interface properties along the fault strike indicates that head
waves provide a high-resolution tool for imaging fault zone properties at seismogenic
depth.
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Figure 2.5. Schematic summary of the results from the traveltime analysis of FZHW at
stations CCO and CMH. (a) Map view of the Calaveras fault (CF) with the entire
relocated seismicity by color dots with color denoting different depth ranges from Schaff
et al. (2002) and the 353 repeating clusters employed in this study (solid black circles).
The estimated velocity contrasts in the NW and SE sections are labeled with the arrows.
Dark lines denote nearby faults. (b) Cross-section view perpendicular to the strike of the
fault (146o) with projection of the all earthquakes (black dots) NW of station CCO. The
green triangle and red arrow mark the projected locations of CCO and the surface trace of
the Calaveras fault. (c) Cross-section view for all earthquakes SE of station CCO. The
inferred low-velocity zone (LVZ) is marked by a vertical blue arrow.
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CHAPTER 3
VELOCITY CONTRAST ALONG THE CALAVERAS FAULT FROM
ANALYSIS OF FAULT ZONE HEAD WAVES GENERATED BY
REPEATING EARTHQUAKES

Summary
The work in this chapter is published in Zhao and Peng (2009). We systematically
investigate spatial variations of temporal changes and depth extent of damage zones
along the Calaveras fault that ruptured during the 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake by the
waveform analysis of 333 sets of repeating earthquakes. We use a sliding window
waveform cross-correlation technique to measure travel time changes in waveforms
generated by each repeating cluster. We find clear travel time delays in the S- and early
S-coda waves for events immediately after the Morgan Hill mainshock. The amplitudes
of the time delays decrease logarithmically with time since the mainshock, indicating a
time-dependent recovery (healing) process following the abrupt co-seismic temporal
changes. The largest temporal changes are observed at station CCO that is the closest to
the rupture zone of the Morgan Hill mainshock. The time delays at this station are larger
for clusters in the top 6 km, and decrease systematically at larger depth. In comparison,
the time delays observed at other 5 stations are much smaller, and do not show clear
relationship with hypocentral depth. We suggest that the temporal changes at these 5
stations mostly occur in the top few hundred meters of the near-surface layers, while the
temporal changes at station CCO is likely associated with the damage zone around the
Calaveras fault that is well developed in the top few kms of the upper crust. Our results
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are consistent with the inference of a widespread damage and nonlinearity in the nearsurface layers associated with strong ground motions of nearby large earthquakes, and
localized damages and flower-type structures around active faults based on previous
studies of fault zone structures and recent 3D numerical simulations.

3.1 Introduction
Measuring temporal changes around active fault zones (FZs) has been a longsought goal in seismological community for many decades (Whitecomb et al. 1973; Aki
and Chouet 1975; Poupinet et al. 1984; Aki 1985; Jin and Aki 1986; Crampin et al. 1990;
Vidale and Li 2003; Schaff and Beroza 2004). A better understanding of the temporal
evolution of FZ properties during earthquake cycles has important implications for many
aspects of earthquake physics, including long-term evolutions of FZ structures,
earthquake and fault interaction, and seismic hazard mitigation. In the last twenty years,
many studies have succeeded in documenting temporal changes in the upper crust
associated with the occurrences of large earthquakes, using repeating microearthquakes
(Poupinet et al. 1984; Schaff and Beroza 2004; Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a, 2004b,
2005, 2007; Li et al. 2006; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006; Taira et al. 2008), repeatable
controlled sources (Vidale and Li 2003; Nishimura et al. 2005; Li et al. 2006), spectral
ratio methods (Sawazaki et al. 2006, 2009; Karabulut and Bouchon 2007; Wu et al.
2009a, 2009b), and seismic interferometry (Wegler and Sens-Schönfelder 2007;
Brenguier et al. 2008a, 2008b; Ohmi et al. 2008; Wegler et al. 2009; Xu and Song, 2009).
Their results generally show clear reduction of seismic velocities (Schaff and Beroza
2004; Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a, 2004b, 2005; Rubinstein et al. 2007a; Peng and BenZion 2006), waveform coherencies (Baisch and Bokelmann 2001), or increase of
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attenuation (Chun et al. 2004) during strong ground motions of nearby large earthquakes.
The observed temporal change is most likely caused by widespread damages in the near
surface layer and around active FZs associated with the strong ground motion and/or
dynamic ruptures of nearby large earthquakes (e.g., Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a; Li et al.
2006; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006; Ma 2008). The observed co-seismic temporal changes,
typically on the order of a few percent or less, are generally followed by logarithmic
recoveries on the time scales of several months to years, indicating healing or restrengthening processes of the damaged FZ rocks or near-surface layers (e.g., Vidale and
Li 2003; Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a, 2004b; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006).
One of the outstanding questions in studying temporal changes in the upper crust
is the depth extent of the damage zone. Here we use the term “damage zone” to represent
the layer that have experienced significant fracturing or other types of damages in
material strength during large earthquakes, resulting in clear temporal changes in seismic
properties. A related term is “fault zone (FZ)”, which represent highly fractured lowvelocity layers surrounding a fault interface (e.g., Ben-Zion and Sammis 2003). As
mentioned above and will be discussed further below, both active FZs and near-surface
layers are two likely candidates of damage zones formed due to the occurrence of nearby
large earthquakes (e.g., Ma 2008). Indeed, recent studies based on repeating earthquakes
have shown that the coseismic velocity reduction is mostly confined in the top 100-200 m
of the near-surface layers (Rubinstein and Beroza 2005; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006). This
observation is generally consistent with the laboratory observations and numerical
simulations that nonlinear elasticity decreases with increasing compressive stress (i.e.,
depth) (Zinszner et al. 1997; Johnson and Jia 2005; Ma 2008; Finzi et al. 2009). In
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comparison, other studies have shown that the coseismic temporal changes near active
FZs could occur at much greater depth in the seismogenic zone (Schaff and Beroza 2004;
Li et al. 2006; Rubinstein et al. 2007) or near the brittle-ductile transition zone (Taira et al.
2008). Hence, it is still not clear how to put these different observations together into a
coherent picture of temporal changes in the upper crust associated with the occurrence of
nearby large earthquakes.
Recently, Ma (2008) presented a unifying interpretation of both observations by
simulating 3D dynamic rupture propagation on a vertical strike-slip FZ based on a
pressure-dependent yield criterion in the upper crust. Because the yield stress depends on
the confining pressure, the yielding occurs more easily near the surface than at depth. His
simulation produces widespread damage zones away from the active FZ with a thickness
of a few hundred meters or less, and a flower-type structure around active faults with
broad damage zone in the top few kilometers of the crust and highly localized damage at
depth. This explains both the near-surface damage and FZ damage at depth as observed
in previous studies. A similar flower-type structure is obtained by Finzi et al. (2009), who
performed 3D numerical simulations in a seismogenic upper crust governed by a
continuum brittle damage framework. These numerical simulations suggest that the
damages in the near surfaces and within FZ at depth could be observable through seismic
observations, and are likely existing in the both regions.
Reliable detection of temporal changes generally requires collocated seismic
sources (i.e., repeating earthquakes or artificial sources), so that the observed changes in
travel times or waveform coherencies are mainly attributed to temporal changes in the
medium, rather than spatial variations in the seismic sources (e.g., Peng and Ben-Zion
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2005, 2006). In addition, many repeating sources at different depth are needed to better
constrain the spatial variations and depth extent of the damage zone. In this study, we use
more than 300 repeating clusters occurred along the central Calaveras fault in northern
California to study temporal changes and depth extent of the damage zone associated
with the occurrence of the 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake with a local magnitude (ML) of
6.2. The repeating earthquakes occurred at the depth range of 1 to 10 km, and the
corresponding waveforms are recorded by stations at variable distances from the rupture
zone, allowing us to place a tight constraint on the spatial and depth extent of the damage
zone.
Schaff and Beroza (2004) have used repeating earthquakes from this region to
quantify temporal changes associated with the 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake. Our study is
largely motivated by their success, but differs from that of Schaff and Beroza (2004) in
the following aspects. First, Schaff and Beroza (2004) examined a wide region
surrounding the rupture zones of the 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake and the 1989 Loma
Prieta earthquakes based on waveforms generated by about 20 repeating clusters. In
comparison, we focus on the immediate vicinity of the fault segment that ruptured during
the 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake and used more than 300 repeating clusters to provide a
better constraint on the spatial and depth extent of the damage zone. In addition, we use
slightly different techniques to compute the time delays and quantify temporal changes.
As will be shown below, our results are largely compatible with those from Schaff and
Beroza (2004) and other recent studies (Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a, 2004b; Rubinstein
et al. 2007; Li et al. 2006; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006), and confirm the aforementioned 3D
numerical simulations on near-surface and FZ damages and the depth extent of the
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damage zone (Ma 2008; Finzi et al. 2009). In the next section we first describe the steps
to identify repeating earthquakes in our study region. In Section 3.3 we provide the
detailed analysis procedure to measure temporal changes from waveforms of repeating
earthquakes. The results are shown in Section 3.4 and discussed in Section 3.5.

3.2 Background And Repeating Cluster Identification
The Calaveras fault is one of the most active branches of the San Andreas Fault
(SAF) system in northern California. It has generated at least 14 earthquakes with M>5
since 1850 (Oppenheimer et al. 1990; Manaker et al. 2005), with the most recent event
near Alum Rock on 2007/10/31 with a moment magnitude (MW) of 5.6. The largest event
was the ML6.2 1984/04/24 Morgan Hill earthquake that ruptured the central portion of
the Calaveras fault (Bakun et al. 1984) (Figure 3.1). Numerous aftershocks of the Morgan
Hill mainshock were well recorded by the Northern California Seismic Network (NCSN)
since then.
Using waveform cross-correlation and a double-difference method (Waldhauser
and Ellsworth 2000), Schaff et al. (2002) relocated the seismicity along the central
Calaveras fault around the rupture zone of the 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake. They found
that earthquakes in this region are highly clustered in space and form repeating clusters.
Using this relocated catalog, in the previous chapter, we identify 353 sets of repeating
clusters (with at least 5 events in each cluster) around the rupture zone of the 1984
Morgan Hill earthquake. However, this identification procedure was solely based on the
magnitude difference and overlapping rupture areas, and did not take into account
waveform similarities. To further improve the quality of the obtained repeating clusters,
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we add another constraint based on waveform similarities, which has been proven to be
effective in discriminating repeating clusters at short inter-event distances (e.g., Nadeau
et al. 1995; Menke 1999; Schaff et al. 2002; Templeton et al. 2008, 2009).

Figure 3.1. (a) Location of the central section of the Calaveras fault in northern California.
Dark lines denote nearby faults. The circles denote the 333 repeating clusters identified in
this study with color denoting their depths. The star and solid triangles mark the
epicentral location of the 1984 Morgan Hill mainshock and six stations used in this study,
respectively. Shaded background indicates topography with white being low and dark
being high. The inset shows the map of California with the box corresponding to the
study area. SAF, San Andreas fault; CF, Calaveras fault; HF, Hayward fault. (b) The
centroid locations of 333 repeating clusters in the cross-section map along the Calaveras
fault with the strike of 146o. The background color denotes the slip distribution of the
Morgan Hill mainshock (Beroza and Spudich 1988). Waveforms generated by events in
cluster C127 (the sold white square) are shown in Figure 3.4. The seismicity are
separated into 3 segments (A-C) divided by red dashed lines to investigate the spatial
pattern of temporal changes observed at station CCO, which are shown in Figures 3.8 and
3.9.
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Our criteria of identification of repeating clusters generally follow those of
previous studies (e.g., Nadeau et al. 1995; Waldhauser and Ellsworth 2002; Waldhauser
and Schaff 2008; Lengliné et al. 2009). We require that each event pair within the same
cluster has a magnitude difference of less than 1, 50% overlapping of rupture areas with
the assumption of a circular crack model (Eshelby 1957) and a nominal 3-MPa stress
drop, and minimum median waveform cross-correlation coefficients of 0.9. The first two
criteria are the same as used in Zhao and Peng (2008). To calculate the similarity of every
event-pair, we use vertical-component seismograms (100 samples per second) for all
events listed in Schaff et al. (2002) and recorded by the short-period stations in the NCSN.
A 1-20 Hz band-pass filter is applied to all the data. For each station, we only use events
with hypocenter distances less than 50 km and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) larger than
5. Next, we compute the waveform correlation coefficients within a 3-s time window
between all possible event-pairs. The 3-s time window starts 1 s before the predicted
direct P arrival using a 1-D velocity model in central and northern California
(Waldhauser et al. 2004). We then compute the median value of correlation coefficients
between two events with at least three recording stations, and use it as a measure of
similarity for these two events. Within each repeating cluster, we drop any event if the
median value of similarities between this event and the rest is less than 0.9. After the
preceding procedure, we identify a total of 333 repeating clusters (~2650 events) with at
least 5 events in each cluster. The relative locations and waveforms for all clusters are
visually inspected to ensure the co-location of each cluster (Figures 3.2, 3.4a). The largest
event has a coda-duration magnitude (Md) about 2.8.
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Figure 3.2. Cross-section views of 15 events within cluster C127 and its nearby cluster
C133 (with 5 events) marked by the red and blue circles, respectively, from the (a) alongstrike direction and (b) normal direction to the strike of the Calaveras fault. The source
radius of each event is estimated from its catalog magnitude, based on a momentmagnitude relationship, with a circular crack model (Eshelby 1957) assuming a 3-MPa
stress drop.
The locations of the repeating clusters obtained from this study are largely
consistent with those from previous studies (Rubin 2002; Peng et al. 2005) with partially
overlapping regions (Figure 3.3). The locations are slightly different as compared with
those from another recent study in the same region (Templeton et al. 2009). The primary
reason is that Templeton et al. (2009) identified repeating clusters based solely on
waveform similarities without earthquake relocations. Hence, the disagreement is largely
reflecting the intrinsic difference between earthquake locations from standard NCSN and
relocated catalogs. The relocation algorithm (Waldhauser and Ellsworth 2000) use
additional information from waveform similarity and relative arrival times of P and/or S
phases among a group of events other than absolute arrival time from individual event in
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conventional earthquake location methods. As a result, relocated catalogs generally
provide more accurate relative locations of microearthquake than traditional ones
(Waldhauser and Ellsworth 2000).

Figure 3.3. Comparison of centroid locations of repeating clusters from our study (blue
open circles), Rubin (2002) (red open diamonds), and Templeton et al. (2009) (green
asterisks) in the cross-section view along the Calaveras fault.

3.3 Analysis Procedure
We measure time delays for 6 stations around the rupture zone of the 1984
Morgan Hill mainshock (Figure 3.1a). The analysis procedure generally follows that of
Niu et al. (2003) and Peng and Ben-Zion (2006). First, we remove the mean values and
trends and apply a band-pass filter at 1-20 Hz to all traces. Next, we select seismograms
with a minimum SNR of 5, and choose a reference trace for each station-cluster pair.
Since most clusters do not have events before the mainshock, the waveform
corresponding to the last event in each station-cluster pair is chosen to be the reference
trace. Many previous studies have observed a logarithmic recovery of the coseismic
damage to the pre-mainshock level (Vidale and Li 2003; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006;
Sawazaki et al. 2006, 2009), indicating that the postseismic recovery mostly occurs
within the first few months. Hence, we use the reference trace as a proxy for the pre60

mainshock level, assuming that the co-seismic changes have fully recovered to the premainshock level over ~10 years. It is worth pointing out that such assumption is not valid
if rocks have experienced permanent damages that cannot be completely recovered to the
postseismic stage (e.g., Schaff and Beroza 2004). In this case, using the last event as the
reference would result in lower co-seismic changes than those by using the event before
the mainshock as the reference.
We note that the locations of stations CAD and CCO have been changed by about
14 m at December 1992 and 130 m at April 1996, respectively
(http://www.ncedc.org/ftp/pub/doc/ncsn/ncsn.stations). After carefully checking the
results from these two stations, we find that temporal changes estimated from CCO could
be contaminated due to such change in the station location. Thus, for this station, we only
analyze seismic data recorded prior to April 1996. Finally, we align all other traces to the
reference trace by cross-correlating a 1-s time window that is 0.2 s before the
corresponding picked P arrivals. We also require that all other traces have a minimum
correlation coefficient of 0.8 with the reference trace.
After the above preprocessing steps for each station-cluster pair, a sliding window
waveform cross-correlation technique (Niu et al. 2003; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006) is used
to measure travel-time differences τ(t) and de-correlation index D(t) (defined as one
minus the maximum cross-correlation coefficient between two events) of subsequent
traces to the reference trace in each station-cluster pair (Figure 3.4). The time window is
1-s long, sliding 2 s before and 15 s after aligned P arrivals, with sliding interval of 0.1 s
in each step. A cosine taper is applied to each time-window with 10% of the entire width
to reduce the Gibbs’ phenomenon (Niu et al. 2003; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006). To
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increase the precision of measured time delays, we linearly interpolate the band-passfiltered vertical seismograms from 100/s to 10,000/s before calculating the travel-time
differences and de-correlation indexes. Figure 3.4 shows an example from Cluster 127
recorded at station CCO. The measured travel time differences are mostly positive,
corresponding to reductions in seismic velocities, and the overall amplitudes of time
delays decrease with time since the mainshock (Figure 3.4). The de-correlation indexes
also show similar patterns after the mainshock. In this study, we only use travel-time
differences to quantify the temporal variations of seismic velocity in the study region.

Figure 3.4. (a) Vertical-component seismograms generated by the 15 events in cluster
C127 and recorded by station CCO. Seismograms are aligned by P waves at 0 s.
Calculated (b) delay time τ(t) and (c) de-correlation coefficients. The green vertical
dashed lines denote the 6-second time window with 0.1 second before direct S waves,
which is used to compute the median delay time. The event ID members are marked on
the panels (a) and (c), consisting of the occurrence time of corresponding event (2-digityear, 2-digit-month, 2-digit-day, and 2-digit-hour).
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For each station-cluster pair, we use the median value of the calculated time
delays within a 6-s time window to qualify the travel time changes relative to the
reference trace. We do not fit the slope of the measured time delays, as was done in some
previous studies (e.g., Poupinet et al. 1984; Schaff and Beroza 2004; Rubinstein et al.
2007), because we find that in most cases time delay does not increase monotonically
with the travel time (e.g., Figure 3.4b). In addition, our synthetic tests in Appendix A
(Chapter 3.6) have shown that the median value could be used as a better parameter to
quantify the depth dependence of temporal changes than the slope. We compute the
median, instead of the mean value to avoid potential contaminations from glitches in the
travel time delays (mostly due to low SNR). The 6-s time window is 0.1 s before the
manually picked direct S arrival (Figure 3.4), so that it contains both direct S and early S
coda waves. Including early S coda wave helps to stabilize our results at each station,
because of the averaging effect due to superposition of scattered waves from all the
possible azimuths and paths (Aki 1969). In addition, the travel time differences in the
early S-coda waves are generally much larger than those in the direct S waves (e.g.,
Schaff and Beroza 2004; Rubinstein et al. 2004a; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006), allowing us
to better quantify the difference in each event-station pair. We do not include the late S
coda waves mainly because of the diminishing SNR with increasing travel time. We note
that the time delays calculated in this study reflect the changes of the differential arrival
times between S and P waves, because of the alignment of P arrivals in the previous steps.
In reality, several studies have observed temporal changes in the P waves, although the
values are much smaller than for the S waves (Schaff and Beroza 2004; Li et al. 2006).
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Hence, the obtained temporal changes are probably lower bounds (Rubinstein and Beroza
2004a; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006).
Figure 3.5 shows the median time delay of two repeating clusters versus the lapse
time since the mainshock for station CCO. The median time delays generally follow a
linear decay trend with the logarithmic lapse time, consistent with previous studies (e.g.,
Peng and Ben-Zion 2006). Therefore we linearly fit the trend with a least-squares method
for each station and calculate the slope of the postseismic recovery (Figure 3.5). We also
find clear increase of time delays at most stations on 1986/03/31, which corresponds to
the occurrence time of a local magnitude (ML) 5.7 event near Mt. Lewis in this region
(Zhou et al. 1993). This event is the largest earthquake occurred within 50 km after the
1984 Morgan Hill earthquake. To avoid potential contaminations in the time delays from
this event, we only fit the data before its occurrence time (Figure 3.5). The decay of time
delays might also be fitted by other functions, such as an exponential function. Since the
physical mechanism of recovery is still unclear, it is difficult to determine which function
is the best to be used to fit the trend. In addition, the main purpose of fitting is to qualify
the recovery rate in this study, different fitting functions should not provide inconsistent
results in this sense. Then we plot the median time delay of every event versus the lapse
time since the mainshock for the six stations in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.5. An illustration of median delay time from two repeating clusters marked as
red squares and blue stars, respectively, plotted against the logarithmic elapsed time since
the 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake recorded at station CCO. Two lines represent leastsquares fits to the data for each cluster, respectively. The green dashed vertical line marks
the occurrence times of a local 1986 ML5.7 event.
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Figure 3.6. Median delay time plotted against the logarithmic elapsed time since the 1984
mainshock for the vertical-component seismograms recorded at the 6 stations. The red
line in each panel represents a least-squares fit to the data. Two green dashed vertical
lines mark the occurrence times of a local 1986 ML5.7 event and the 1989 Loma Prieta
earthquake, respectively.

3.4 Spatial Variations Of Temporal Changes
3.4.1 General Observations
Because most clusters do not have events before the Morgan Hill mainshock, we
use the slope of least-squares fitting and time delays at 24 hrs (one day) after the
mainshock (i.e., computed from the slope and intercept at one day of the least-squares
fitting) as a proxy for the co-seismic changes. Although the temporal changes are much
larger during and immediately after the mainshock (e.g., Sawazaki et al. 2006, 2009; Wu
et al. 2009a, 2009b), we do not have enough repeating events within this period,
especially at larger depth, to provide a better constraint. As shown in Figure 3.6, all 6
stations have positive coseismic temporal changes, corresponding to reductions of
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seismic velocities in this region. However, their amplitudes are quite different. The
largest temporal change is shown at station CCO, with a slope of ~ -15 ms per decade
change in time and time delay of ~ 40-70 ms at one day after the mainshock. In
comparison, the values at other 5 stations (i.e., CAL, CSC, and CMH, CAO and CAD)
are much smaller, with slopes of ~ -1 ms/decade and time delays of less than 10 ms.
Figure 3.6 also shows that the time delays at the 5 stations generally follow the
logarithmic recovery trends without significant deviation, indicating a weak dependence
of time delays on the locations of repeating clusters. In comparison, the time delay
measurement at station CCO is more scattered than that for other 5 stations.
To further illustrate this, we plot in Figure 3.7 the time delays at one day after the
mainshock from the least-squares fitting for each repeating cluster versus its depth. We
find no systematic relationship between the time delays and the hypocentral depths for
those 5 stations. In comparison, we find that the time delays at CCO are scattered in the
top 6 km, but weakly decrease from 6 to 10 km. The overall correlation coefficient (CC)
between the time delays and depths is 0.36. If we select only events below 6 km, the CC
value is 0.51. Although both values are relatively low, we can rule out the probability of
random occurrence at 95% confidence level.
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Figure 3.7. Delay-time at one day after the 1984 mainshock versus depths of events. The
delay-time is calculated from least-squares fitting for corresponding repeating cluster
with at least 3 events occurred between the 1984 mainshock and the 1986 event (see the
text for details). The black horizontal lines mark the error of least-squares fitting from the
corresponding events. Station name and correlation coefficient between delay-time and
depths are labeled on the top of corresponding panel.

3.4.2 Possible Regions of Temporal Changes
To better understand the physical processes corresponding to the observed
temporal changes, it is important to constrain the regions where temporal changes have
occurred. The temporal changes could arise from source regions, propagation paths, and
in the near-surface layers beneath the station (e.g., Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a; Peng
and Ben-Zion 2006; Rubinstein et al. 2007a). If the temporal changes are mainly from the
source region (i.e., immediately around the repeating clusters at seismogenic depth), we
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would expect the time delays calculated from different stations for the same repeating
cluster to be similar. If the temporal changes are mostly accumulated along the
propagation paths, the observed time delays for a given station could vary systematically
depending on the locations of repeating clusters. When the ray path between the station
and repeating cluster is along or cut across a damage zone during propagation, such as an
active FZ that is further damaged during the mainshock, we would expect to observe
large temporal changes. On the other hand, if the seismic ray does not sample the damage
zone, the observed temporal change would be much smaller. Finally, if most temporal
changes are accumulated in the near surface layers, the observed time delays at a given
station should be similar and do not have a strong dependence on the ray paths (i.e., the
locations or the depths of the repeating clusters).
As shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7, the time delays for the 5 stations (CAL, CSC,
and CMH, CAO and CAD) are relatively small and we find no systematic correlation
between the time delays and the hypocentral depths. Hence, we infer that the time delays
are mostly accumulated in the near-surface layers beneath the 5 stations, which is also
consistent with previous studies in this region (Schaff and Beroza 2004; Rubinstein and
Beroza 2004a, 2004b). On the other hand, the time delays at CCO are much larger and
show clear scatter around the fitted line (Figure 3.6) and systematic variations with
hypocentral depth (Figure 3.7). These observations indicate that the temporal changes are
not just accumulated in the near-surface layers, but also along the ray paths at larger
depth. In the following section, we focus only on the measurements at station CCO and
further quantify the path and depth dependence effects.

3.4.3 Depth Extent of the Damage Zone around Station CCO
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To verify whether time delays at CCO are path dependent, we first divide the
entire repeating clusters into 3 segments according to their along-strike distances to CCO
(Figure 3.1b). We find some variations in the time delays for different segments (Figure
3.8). The coseismic changes and decay rates for segments to the NW (Segment A) and
SE (Segment C) sides of CCO are about the same with less scatter. The most complicated
feature is from Segment B, which is directly beneath station CCO with its along-strike
distance from -1 to 10 km. The decay rates in Segment B appear to follow several
different trends. Similar to Figure 3.7, we also plot the delay times at one day after the
1984 mainshock for each repeating cluster at these 3 segments (Figure 3.9). In Segment
A, the clusters satisfying our criteria all occurred at the depth range of 6-9 km, and hence
the delay times do not show clear variations with depth. In segment C, there is a weak
increase of delay times from 2.5 to 4 km. After that, the delay times remain more or less
constant. In segment B, the delay times show large variations in the top 6.5 km, and
decrease significantly below 6.5 km, much clearer than the general patterns shown in
Figure 3.7.
Finally, we divide the Segment B into 4 zones based on their hypocentral depths
(Figure 3.10). Again we find a clear depth dependence of temporal changes. The largest
coseismic change is from the shallow zone (0 to 5 km at depth) with a slope of -17.4
ms/decade, and the values decrease for deeper zones. In addition, the time delays for each
zone generally follow a linear trend by visual inspection, except for Zone 3, which
appears to have multiple distinct trends. In Zone 3, the slope of the higher decay trend is
close to that of the shallow segment (i.e., Zone 1), whereas the slope of the lower decay
trend is close to that of the deep segment (i.e., Zone 4). However, we can not find a clear
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boundary at which depth the damage ceases (i.e., the slope is zero or near zero), which
indicates a possible spatial variation of damage zones along the fault.

Figure 3.8. Median delay time plotted against the logarithmic elapsed time after the 1984
Morgan Hill earthquake for the vertical-component seismograms recorded at station CCO
from three segments marked in Figure 1b. The along-strike distance of the corresponding
segment is labeled within each panel. Other symbols are the same as Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.9. Delay-time at one day after the 1984 mainshock versus depths of events
recorded at station CCO from different segments (Figure 3.1b). Other symbols are the
same as Figure 3.7.
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3.5 Discussions
In this study, we investigated the spatial variations and depth dependence of
temporal changes along the central segment of the Calaveras fault that ruptured during
the 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake. Clear temporal changes have been observed
immediately after the mainshock, associated with increasing arrival times in the direct S
and early S coda waves. The observed time delays systematically decrease with
logarithmic time since the mainshock. Such time-dependent recovery is likely related to
the healing processes of damaged FZ rocks or near-surface layers as inferred from many
previous studies (Vidale and Li 2003; Schaff and Beroza 2004; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006).
We also found clear spatial variations in the observed temporal changes. The largest
temporal changes are found at station CCO that is the closest to the rupture zone of the
Morgan Hill mainshock. In addition, the temporal changes are larger in the top 6 km and
decrease systematically at larger depth. Due to the close proximity of the CCO station to
the rupture zone of the Morgan Hill mainshock, we suggest that the observed temporal
changes are related to the low-velocity damage zone around the Calaveras fault. In
comparison, the temporal changes at the other 5 stations are much smaller, and do not
show clear relationship with hypocentral depth. We infer that the observed temporal
changes at these 5 stations mostly occur on the top few hundred meters of the nearsurface layers, consistent with previous studies in this region (Schaff and Beroza 2004;
Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a, 2004b).
Similar to previous studies (e.g., Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a; Peng and BenZion 2006), we invoke nonlinear site response to explain the relatively small temporal
changes at the 5 stations. Laboratory simulations and field observations have shown the
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reductions of both shear-wave velocity and amplification effects in shallow soil layers
due to the nonlinear elastic behavior under large shear strains (Beresnev and Wen 1996;
Johnson et al. 1996; Sawazaki et al. 2006). In this situation, considerable seismic energy
is consumed to create new fractures and open existing cracks, which in turn effectively
reduce the seismic velocity (Schaff and Beroza 2004; Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a; Peng
and Ben-Zion 2006), and increase attenuation (Chun et al. 2004) during strong ground
motions. Because the nonlinearity is generally prohibited with increasing confining
pressure, the co-seismic damage and temporal changes are likely constrained at shallow
depth, consistent with the observed patterns (Figures 3.6 and 3.7) for these 5 stations. The
interpolated time delay 15 minutes (0.25 hour) after the mainshock is about 5-10 ms. If
we assume that the damage zone is confined in the top 200 m of the shallow layer with an
average S-wave velocity of 1.0 km/s, the estimated minimum coseismic S-wave velocity
drop near these 5 stations is about 2.5%-5%, which is compatible with the observation of
Schaff and Beroza (2004) in the same region.
In comparison, the temporal changes observed at station CCO are much larger
and show weak dependence with hypocentral depth. The rock unit at station CCO is
Knoxville Formation (Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a), which is the lowest part of the
Great Valley Sequence deposited during late Jurassic to early Cretaceous. It is mainly
dark, greenish and gray shale with sandstone interbeds and could locally include
conglomeratic sandstone in the lower part (Graymer et al. 1994). Phillips and Aki (1986)
studied the local site amplification in central California using the decay of coda waves,
and found that stations with large positive site amplification factor also observed strong
velocity changes after the 1979 Coyote Creek earthquake immediately south of our study
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region (Poupinet et al. 1984). This is consistent with the aforementioned explanation that
the velocity changes for most stations are caused by temporal changes in local site effects.
Rubinstein and Beroza (2004a) also used the correlations between the coda amplification
factors and the observed temporal changes to argue for the existence of widespread
nonlinear strong ground motion. We note, however, that the coda amplification factor for
CCO is only about -0.9 (Phillips and Aki 1986; Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a), which is
not expected to generate large seismic velocity drop near this station. In summary, we
suggest that temporal changes observed at station CCO are likely accumulating at larger
depth, rather than in the near-surface layer alone.
The synthetic calculation in Appendix A showed that for a station inside a FZ
with uniform thickness and co-seismic reduction of FZ velocities, the observed median
time delay increases systematically with increasing depth, while the slope of the time
delay remains near constant. To explain the decrease of time delay with increasing depth
at station CCO, we need to place most of the sampled temporal changes in the top few
kms of the FZ (Figure 3.11). A common FZ structure as inferred from previous seismic
refraction measurements and 3D tomographic studies is a wedge-shape model that is
wider in the top few kms and narrower at larger depth (e.g., Cormier and Spudich, 1984;
Blümling et al., 1985; Mooney and Colburn 1985; Mooney and Ginzburg, 1986; Michael
1988). Such a wedge-shape FZ model (i.e., Figure 3.11) is also consistent with a
hierarchical flower structure as inferred from recent observations of FZ trapped waves
(e.g., Rovelli et al., 2002; Ben-Zion et al. 2003; Peng et al. 2003; Lewis et al. 2005;
Cochran et al., 2009), near-fault crustal anisotropy (Cochran et al. 2003, 2006; Peng and
Ben-Zion 2004; Zhang et al. 2007), and geological studies of strike-slip FZs (e.g.,
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Sylvester, 1988; Rockwell and Ben-Zion 2007). Below we attempt to use such wedgeshape FZ model to explain the observed temporal changes in this study.
The Calaveras fault, like many other active plate-boundary faults (e.g., Ben-Zion
and Sammis 2003), is characterized by localized belts of damage zones that have
considerably lower elastic moduli than the surrounding rocks (Mooney and Colburn 1985;
Spudich and Olsen 2001). The inferred low-velocity FZ in this region has a width of
about 1-2 km at surface (Blümling et al., 1985), and extends to the depth of
approximately 5 km (Michael 1988). Such low-velocity FZ is likely a cumulative effect
due to faulting related damages during major earthquakes such as the 1984 Morgan Hill
mainshock, and probably long-term creeps localized in the shallow crust (Templeton et al.
2009). Cormier and Spudich (1984) computed synthetic seismograms based on a wedgeshaped low-velocity zone around the Calaveras fault, and found clear focusing of seismic
ray within the wedge, consistent with the observations of local amplification within the
FZ in previous studies.
Station CCO is about 80 meters to a mapped Holocene-active fault at surface
(measured from USGS Quaternary-active fault map of San Francisco Bay area), and is
about 2 km from the main strand of the Calaveras fault interface as inferred from the
surface projection of the active seismicity (Figures 3.1 and 3.10). Clear FZ head waves
(Zhao and Peng 2008) and possible signals of FZ trapped waves (e.g., Figure 3.4) are
observed at station CCO, indicating that this station is very close to the Calaveras FZ. We
suggest that the observed temporal changes at station CCO are mostly confined in the
wedge-shaped low-velocity zone as inferred from previous seismic refraction
measurements (Blümling et al., 1985; Mooney and Colburn 1985) and 3D tomographic
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studies (Michael 1988). Because of the intrinsic weakness, its close distance to the
dynamic rupture of the 1984 Morgan Hill mainshock, and the focusing effects within the
wedge, the Calaveras FZ beneath CCO probably experience strong shaking and large
dynamic stresses during the mainshock, resulting in further damages in material strength
and subsequent recoveries. In addition, because the wedge-shaped damage zone is most
prominent at shallow depth, seismic rays from repeating earthquakes in the top few kms
of the fault provide an adequate sampling of the damage zone, resulting in a large time
delay. In comparison, seismic rays for deeper clusters could have a significant portion
sampling the less-damaged host rock before reaching the station CCO. Hence, the
observed time delay is much smaller than those at shallower depth.

Figure 3.10. (a) Cross-section views of seismicity in Segment B perpendicular to the
strike of the fault. The along-strike distance of these seismicity are from 1 to 10 km. The
seismicity is further divided into 4 zones based on the depths range (red dashed lines).
(b)-(e) Median delay time for the S coda waves plotted against the logarithmic elapsed
time after the 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake for the vertical-component seismograms
recorded at station CCO from different segments (Figure 3.10a). Other symbols are the
same as Figure 3.6.
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In this study, we found that the inferred damage zone around CCO is most
prominent in the top 5-6 km, and the degrees of damage decrease systematically at larger
depth. Hence, the observed temporal changes are largely accumulating above the
mainshock rupture patches at the depth range of 6-8 km beneath station CCO, as obtained
from kinematic slip inversions (Beroza and Spudich 1988). Previous studies have
suggested that the propagating crack tip of an earthquake rupture could induce large
dynamic stress and generate significant damages around the ruptured FZ (Li et al. 2006;
Ma 2008). However, our results inferred a rather small temporal change around the
ruptured region at depth (e.g., Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.11. A schematic diagram showing the damage zone adjacent to the Calaveras
fault near station CCO. The damage zone is marked by the gray color, consisting of a
shallow surface layer and a deep low-velocity zone extending to about 6 km at depth. The
black dots and arrows denoted the seismicity and ray paths, respectively.
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A potential bias of small temporal changes at larger depth (e.g., 8-10 km) is the
lack of repeating earthquakes in this depth range, especially in the first few hours
immediately after the mainshock, and a few years afterwards (e.g., Figure 3.10). The lack
of early repeating aftershocks could be explained by a delayed response of postseismic
creep at larger depth (e.g., Peng and Zhao 2009), while the lack of late repeating
aftershocks is likely due to the diminishing strain rate and postseismic shallowing of the
brittle-ductile transition zone at depth (e.g., Schaff et al. 2002; Rolandone et al. 2004;
Kaneko and Lapusta, 2008). To rule out such bias, we have chosen to extrapolate the time
delays to 1 day after the mainshock so that there are enough data points at larger depth to
provide constraints. While the lack of late repeating aftershocks may lower the coseismic
changes, such effect is minor because the majority of the co-seismic change is recovered
in the first few months due to the logarithmic dependence of time. The only exception is
if permanent damages occurred coseismically (e.g. Schaff and Beroza 2004), the
extrapolated 1-day time delays would be lower bound estimate of the true co-seismic
changes. In addition, we only fit the data before the occurrence of the Mt. Lewis
earthquake in 1986/03/31, when the majority of the deep cluster ends. Hence, we argue
that the observed depth-dependent effects are unlikely to be purely caused by less
sampling points at larger depth, but rather represent a genuine feature of damage
suppression with increasing depth.
An alternative explanation is that large coseismic changes do occur below 6 km,
due to the close proximity of the rupture zone at 6-8 km. However, the temporal changes
are not sampled adequately by the deep clusters for the following reasons. First, as
mention before, the seismic rays from the deep clusters could leave the deep FZ that is
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highly damaged, propagate mainly in the less damaged host rocks, and finally bend
towards the FZ to be recorded at station CCO. In addition, if the damage zone is so
highly localized at seismogenic depth (e.g. Ma 2008) that the width of the damage zone is
much smaller than the wavelength of the seismic waves, such localized damages may not
be detected (Wu et al. 2008). Another possibility is that the coseismic damages at 6 km
and larger depth recover faster in the first few hours because of the higher confining
pressure at larger depth (Finzi et al. 2009), leaving small temporal changes to be observed
at later times. Unfortunately, our repeating cluster is derived from the relocated catalog of
Schaff et al. (2002) with many early aftershocks (and presumably repeating aftershocks)
missing in the first few hours after the mainshock (Peng et al. 2006, 2007). Hence, at
present we do not have enough temporal resolutions to favor or rule out such possibility.
A systematic search of missing repeating aftershocks immediately after the mainshock
(e.g., Peng and Zhao 2009; Lengliné et al. 2009) may help to provide important
constraints on whether large co-seismic changes and fast post-seismic recovery occur at
larger depth or not.
In addition to the distances to and depth within the active FZ, the rupture direction
of the 1984 mainshock could also play an important role in controlling the observed
temporal changes. It is well known that radiated seismic energy is concentrated in the
rupture direction due to the so-called directivity effect. Because the rupture direction of
the 1984 Morgan Hill earthquake is to the SE (Bakun et al. 1984), we expect larger
ground motions and hence larger temporal changes for station in that direction. For
example, stations CAL, CSC, and CMH are all close to active FZs, but the observed
temporal changes are not as large as that of CCO, which could be due to the fact that
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these stations in not in the rupture direction of the Morgan Hill mainshock, and hence
experienced relatively small strong ground motions. Station CAD is in the rupture
direction, but is relatively far from the Calaveras fault as compared with station CCO.
Overall, our observations are consistent with the previous inferences that the stations with
large temporal changes are generally close to the rupture zone of the mainshock, and
have experienced large co-seismic strong ground motions (Schaff and Beroza 2004;
Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a, 2004b; Rubinstein et al. 2007; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006).
As mentioned before, recent 3D dynamic rupture simulations have produced
widespread damages in the near-surface layers and localized flower-like damage zones
around active FZs at depth (Ma 2008; Finzi et al. 2009). The flower-type structure is a
direct result of damage suppression due to increasing confining pressure with depth. Ma
(2008) also suggested that widespread near-surface damages are mainly caused by strong
seismic waves, and the narrow damage zone at depth is mainly induced by dynamic
stresses associated with the rupture front. Another recent study based on InSAR images
has shown a clear subsidence of the surface after the 2003 Bam earthquake in Iran
(Fielding et al. 2009). They suggested that postseismic subsidence/compaction is likely
associated with the healing processes in the shallow FZ that is co-seismically damaged
during the mainshock. In this study, we found that the temporal changes at the other 5
stations away from the Calaveras fault that ruptured during the Morgan Hill earthquake
are mainly constrained in the near-surface layers, while at station CCO we attributed the
observed temporal changes to the damage zone associated with the Calaveras fault at
larger depth. Hence, our observations are generally consistent with these recent numerical
simulations (Ma 2008; Finzi et al. 2009) and geodetic observations (Fielding et al. 2009).
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We note that the co-seismic damages and recovery processes observed in this
study are associated with a single mainshock. Over the geological time scales, such
repeated damages and healing processes may produce permanent changes inside active
faults, and hence could play an important role in the evolutions of the FZ structures (e.g.,
Ben-Zion and Sammis 2003; Ma 2008; Finzi et al. 2009; Cochran et al. 2009) and nearsurface layers. Such permanent change, however, may be a very subtle signal for one or a
few mainshocks. Repeating earthquakes throughout the earthquake cycle (or at least
before and after the mainshock) are needed to detect such changes (e.g. Schaff and
Beroza 2004).
In summary, our observations are consistent with the widespread damages in the
top few hundred meters of the shallow crust (Rubinstein et al. 2004a, 2005; Peng and
Ben-Zion 2006), and localized temporal changes in and around active FZs at seismogenic
depths (Schaff and Beroza 2004; Li et al. 2006; Rubinstein et al. 2007; Taira et al. 2008).
These results also support the numerical simulations of widespread damages in the near
surface and localized damages around active FZs at depth (Ma 2008; Finzi et al. 2009).
Recent studies have also shown that shaking induced damages may offer an explanation
for dynamic triggering of earthquakes (Johnson and Jia 2005), and generations of highfrequency extreme ground motions in the near surface layers (Fischer et al. 2008; Sleep
and Ma 2008). Hence, systematic observations of temporal changes from repeating
earthquakes not only provide additional evidence of widespread nonlinearity during
strong ground motions, but also offer new insight into the long-term evolutions of FZ
structures and interactions of earthquakes and faults.
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3.6 Appendix: Estimation of Temporal changes of a three-media fault
model using synthetic seismograms
To evaluate the ability of inferring the depth extent of the damage zone, we
measure temporal changes from synthetic seismograms generated by SH-type
dislocations at different depths inside a low-velocity FZ layer (Figure 3.A1) sandwiched
between a half space (HS). We use the 2D analytical solution of Ben-Zion and Aki (1990)
and Ben-Zion (1998) to calculate the synthetic waveforms. The initial FZ model
parameters are: FZ width W = 100 m, S-wave velocities in the FZ and the half space βFZ
= 1.5 km/s and βHS = 3.0 km/s, and quality factors in the FZ and the half space QFZ = 50
and QHS = 1000. The densities of rocks are set to be 2.7 g/cm³ for different layers. The
station is placed in the middle of the FZ at the free surface (i.e., 50 meters to the left
boundary of the FZ). The shear dislocation sources are placed along the left boundary of
the FZ from 1 to 10 km at depth with inter-event spacing of 1 km (Figure 3.A1). To
simulate the velocity reduction inside the FZ, we change βFZ to be 1.4925 km/s (i.e.,
0.5% reduction) and keep βHS = 3.0 km/s to be the same.
We use the same procedure as described in Section 3.3 to measure temporal
changes for events at different depths (Figure 3.A2), except slight difference in the
following two parameters. First, we first band-pass filtered the seismograms at 1-10 Hz,
rather than 1-20 Hz, in order to remove potential high-frequency noise generated by the
synthetic code. In addition, we use 0.5-s time window, instead of 1-s window to measure
the temporal changes. The primary reason is that the duration of the synthetic FZ trapped
waves is less than 1 s for events at depth smaller than 3 km. Hence, a smaller time
window is needed to quantify the subtle changes in the time delays.
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Figure 3.A1. A schematic model showing two quarters spaces separated by a uniform
low-velocity FZ structure. The seismic sources are an array of SH line dislocation along
the left boundary of the fault zone from 1 km to 10 km depth with interevent distance of 1
km. The width, shear wave velocity, and shear attenuation coefficient the FZ are marked
by W, βFZ, and QFZ, respectively. The shear wave velocity and the attenuation coefficient
of the two quarters spaces are denoted by βHS and QHS, respectively. The station is located
to the right side of the left boundary of the FZ with h=50 m.
Figure 3.A2 shows that the seismograms after reducing the FZ velocity are very
similar with the original waveforms at the beginning time, and show gradual increase of
delays in the later time. We use a time window starting from the first S-arrival to the end
of the FZ trapped waves to measure the median value of delay times. We find a clear
increase of median delay-times versus depths, which is mainly due to the development of
FZ trapped waves with increasing propagation distance, and subsequent increase of time
duration of wavetrains from those deeper events (e.g., Peng et al. 2003). In comparison,
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the slope measured from the time delays tends to be a constant value for those deeper
events. It is interesting to note that most slopes (from events deeper than 2 km) are less
than 0.5% and decrease with depths. This is because that the measured slopes reflect a
combined effect of velocity reduction within the FZ (0.5%) and the host rocks (0%). As
an event occurs deeper, more seismic energy will travel through the host rocks,
efficiently deceasing measured velocity reduction (i.e., slope). This observation is similar
to those found by Haney et al. (2009) for small velocity changes within volcanic conduits.
Because the median delay times increase systematically with depth, while the slopes do
not, we conclude that median delay-time values provide a better way to infer the
relationship between temporal changes and hypocentral depths.
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Figure 3.A2. (a) Synthetic waveforms generated at different depths. Original traces and
seismograms after velocity-reduction in the fault zone are marked by the blue solid lines
and red dashed lines, respectively. The first arrivals of S-waves arrival are marked by the
black vertical lines. (b) Calculated delay-time τ(t) of events at different depths. All traces
are aligned relative to the first arrivals of S-waves of the corresponding waveforms. (c)
Median values of calculated delay-time τ(t) in (b) vs. depths. The median values are
calculated from a time-window ranging from the first S-arrival to the end of FZ trapped
waves. (d) The calculated slopes of delay-time τ(t) in (b) vs. depths. The slope is
calculated at a 0.7-s time window starting from first S-arrivals. The horizontal red dashed
line marks the theoretical value of slope in case of homogeneous velocity-reduction of
0.5%.
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CHAPTER 4
DETECTING REMOTELY TRIGGERED TEMPORAL CHANGES
AROUND THE PARKFIELD SECTION OF THE SAN ANDREAS
FAULT

Summary
The work in this chapter is published in Zhao et al. (2010b). Detecting temporal
changes in fault zone properties at seismogenic depth has been a long-sought goal in the
seismological community for many decades. Recent studies based on waveform analysis
of repeating earthquakes have found clear temporal changes in the shallow crust and
around active fault zones associated with the occurrences of large nearby and teleseismic
earthquakes. However, repeating earthquakes only occur in certain locations and their
occurrence times cannot be controlled, which may result in inadequate sampling of the
interested regions or time periods. Recent developments in passive imaging via auto- and
cross-correlation of ambient seismic wavefields (e.g. seismic noise, earthquake coda
waves) provide an ideal source for continuous monitoring of temporal changes around
active fault zones. Here we conduct a systematic search of temporal changes along the
Parkfield section of the San Andreas Fault by cross-correlating relatively high-frequency
(0.4-1.3 Hz) ambient noise signals recorded by 10 borehole stations in the High
Resolution Seismic Network. Using both stretch/compressed and moving-window crosscorrelation techniques to measure the delay time and the decorrelation-index between the
daily Noise Cross-Correlation Functions (NCCFs), we find clear temporal changes in the
median seismic velocity and decorrelation-index associated with the 2004 M6.0 Parkfield
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earthquake. We also apply the same procedure to the seismic data around four
regional/teleseismic events that have triggered non-volcanic tremor in the same region,
but failed to find any clear temporal changes in the daily NCCFs. The fact that our
current technique can detect temporal changes from the nearby but not regional and
teleseismic events, suggest that temporal changes associated with distance sources are
very subtle or localized so that they could not be detected within the resolution of the
current technique (~0.2%).

4.1 Introduction
As was described in Chapter 3, measuring temporal variations within active fault
zones (FZs) has important implications for many aspects of earthquake physics. Many
early studies of temporal changes based on travel times from natural earthquakes or
scattering properties of coda waves were generally not convincing, mostly because of the
mixing of spatial variations in the source with actual temporal changes occurring in the
medium (e.g., Liu et al 2004; Peng and Ben-Zion 2005). Recent studies based on
waveform analysis of repeating earthquakes or repeatable controlled sources have found
clear temporal changes of seismic velocities in shallow surface layers and around active
FZs associated with the occurrences of nearby major earthquakes (e.g. Poupinet et al.
1984; Li et al. 1998, 2006; Matsumoto et al. 2001; Vidale and Li 2003; Niu et al. 2003,
2008; Schaff and Beroza 2004; Rubinstein and Beroza 2004a, b, 2005; Peng and BenZion 2006; Rubinstein et al. 2007a; Silver et al. 2007; Taira et al. 2008; Chao and Peng
2009; Zhao and Peng 2009).
While these studies mostly focus on temporal changes caused by earthquakes in
the near field (i.e., within 1-2 fault rupture length), a recent study based on waveform
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analysis of repeating earthquakes has observed clear temporal changes around the
Parkfield section of the San Andreas fault (SAF) induced by the dynamics stresses from
the surface waves of the 2004 MW 9.2 Sumatra and the 1992 MW 7.3 Landers earthquakes
(Figure 4.1, Taira et al. 2009). They suggested that large earthquakes like the 2004
Sumatra earthquake could produce a global change of the Earth’s fault systems, and such
temporal changes may explain long-range and temporal clustering of global seismicity
(e.g. Kanamori 1977; Mogi 1979; Parsons 2002). This is also consistent with recent
observations of remotely triggered earthquakes (e.g. Hill et al. 1993; Gomberg et al. 2001,
2004; Hough and Kanamori 2002; Prejean et al. 2004; Hill and Prejean 2007; Velasco et
al. 2008; Peng et al. 2010) and non-volcanic tremor (Miyazawa and Brodsky 2008;
Gomberg et al. 2008; Miyazawa et al. 2008; Rubinstein et al. 2007b, 2009; Peng and
Chao. 2008; Peng et al. 2008, 2009; Guilhem et al. 2010) following the occurrences of
large shallow earthquakes. In particular, several recent studies have found that many
large regional and teleseismic events in the past ten years, including the 2004 Sumatra
earthquake, have triggered clear tremor around the Parkfield section of the SAF (Peng et
al. 2008, 2009; Guilhem et al. 2010). It is still not clear whether other large earthquakes
besides the Sumatra event also cause temporal changes around Parkfield.
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Figure 4.1. Changes of decorrelation index of repeating clusters in the Parkfield section
of the SAF after the 2004 great Sumatra earthquake (from Taira et al. 2009).
Recently, Johnson and Jia (2005) performed laboratory dynamic experiments on
granular media, and found that seismic waves could reduce the shear modulus and
weaken the fault further, resulting in triggered brittle failure. Their results suggested that
dynamically weakened FZ could produce both triggered seismic activity and temporal
changes in material properties that are in principle observable through seismic methods.
Because repeating earthquakes only occur in certain locations and their occurrence times
cannot be controlled, this may result in inadequate or poor sampling of the interested
regions or time periods. The aforementioned Sumatra case (Taira et al. 2009) is rather
unique because of the occurrence of the 2004 MW 6.0 Parkfield earthquake, which has
changed the occurrence pattern of many set of repeating clusters (Lengliné and Marsan
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2009) and hence provide enough sampling points around the subsequent Sumatra
earthquake. However, repeating earthquakes may not be enough to detect temporal
changes associated with other teleseismic events that occurred either before or long after
the 2004 Parkfield earthquake.
Recent developments in passive imaging via auto- and cross-correlating of
ambient seismic wavefields provide an exciting opportunity for mapping spatio-temporal
variations of the Earth’s properties with unprecedented temporal and spatial resolutions
(e.g. Sabra et al. 2005a, b, 2006; Shapiro et al. 2005; Gerstoft et al. 2006; SensSchönfelder and Wegler 2006; Brenguier et al. 2008a, 2008b; Ohmi et al. 2008; Wegler
et al. 2009; Xu and Song 2009; Chen et al. 2009; Cheng et al. 2010). The basic idea is
that cross-correlation or deconvolution of diffuse seismic wavefields (e.g., ambient
seismic noises, earthquake coda waves) recorded at two stations results in the Empirical
Green’s Function (EGF) between them (Figure 4.2). Because ambient wavefields exist at
all the time in many regions, they provide an ideal source for continuous monitoring of
the temporal changes of material properties in the upper crust. However, for most
applications, the actual ambient vibration fields recorded on the structure of interest will
likely be not fully diffuse. In this case, there is no formal guarantee that the NCCF, or the
EGF, would yield an unbiased estimate of the actual Green’s Function. But if the goal is
to just passively monitor the Earth’s properties using this cross-correlation technique (e.g.
for FZ monitoring), then the only condition is the relative temporal stability of the
ambient noise source, even if the NCCF waveform differs from the actual Green’s
Function (Hadziioannou et al. 2009).
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Figure 4.2. An illustration of ambient noise cross-correlation technique. Two segments of
seismic noises are recorded at two stations marked as red triangles. The cross-correlation
of these two noise records results in empirical Green function at the bottom.
Recently, Brenguier et al. (2008b) applied this technique to the Parkfield region
and detected a clear reduction of seismic velocities in the Parkfield section of the SAF
associated with the 2003 MW 6.5 San Simeon and the 2004 MW 6.0 Parkfield earthquakes.
Motivated by their success, here we apply the same technique to examine the temporal
changes associated with several large regional and teleseismic events that have triggered
tremor around Parkfield (Peng et al. 2008, 2009; Guilhem et al. 2010). Because we
expect that the temporal changes associated with teleseismic events would be subtle and
probably transient, we use slightly higher frequency bands (0.4-1.3 Hz) that are more
sensitive to subtle changes, and do not use the 30-day smooth window as was done in the
previous study (Brenguier et al. 2008b). We also apply the same technique around the
2004 Parkfield earthquakes to prove its effectiveness. In the next two sections, we first
introduce the analysis procedure to compute the daily EGF, followed by the methods to
measure temporal changes. The results are presented in Section 4.4 and further discussed
in Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.3 Seismic velocity changes, surface displacements from GPS, and tremor
activity near Parkfield. The red curve represents the postseismic fault-parallel
displacements along the San Andreas Fault as measured by a GPS station near Parkfield
(from Brenguier et al. 2008b).

4.2 Data and Analysis Procedure
The SAF is a right-lateral strike-slip fault that extends approximately 1200 km
along the boundary between the Pacific and the North American plates. The Parkfield
section of the SAF straddles the transition between the creeping segment of the fault to
the NW and the locked segment to the SE (Figure 4.4). This region is well instrumented
and studied, mostly due to the Parkfield Earthquake Prediction Experiment project
(Bakun and Lindh 1985) and the recent San Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth
(SAFOD) experiment (Hickman et al. 2004). In this work, we use the continuous seismic
data recorded at the High Resolution Seismic Network (HRSN) around the Parkfield
section of the SAF to compute the daily EGF. The HRSN is composed of 13 borehole
stations with depth ranges from about 60 to 600 meters below the surface, and is recorded
in continuous mode since 2001. We use the 20 samples/s data recorded at the 10 borehole
stations (excluding JCSB, VARB, and GHIB). Stations JCSB and VARB have different
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instrument response with the remaining stations. In addition, the computed EGFs
between station GHIB and the other stations are not very stable, probably because of the
relatively large inter-station distance that is perpendicular to the noise propagation
direction from the coastline (Sabra et al. 2005a). Hence, we only focus on the rest 10
stations that are located nearby with the same instrument response. Although the
examined frequency range (0.4-1.3 Hz) is slightly below the corner frequency of the
instrument response (~2 Hz), we did not correct the instrument response to avoid
producing artifacts from the deconvolution procedure.
In this study we focus on the four regional and teleseismic events that have
triggered tremor in the same region (Peng et al. 2008, 2009; Guilhem et al. 2010). These
include the 2002 MW 7.9 Denali Fault, 2005 MW 7.2 Mendocino, 2007 MW 8.1 Kuril
Island, and 2009 MW 6.9 Baja California earthquakes. These events are chosen because
they produce among the largest peak ground velocities (PGVs) in the study region
(Guilhem et al. 2010). In addition, we also examine data around the 2004 Parkfield
earthquake to test the robustness of our method.
The analysis procedure generally follows that of Brenguier et al (2008b) and is
briefly described here. First, we obtain the seismic data recorded at those 10 seismic
stations at least one month before and after the occurrence date of these 5 events. The
continuous records are then cut into one-day-long data, and band-pass filtered from 0.4 to
1.3 Hz. This frequency band is close to the frequency range of the P-wave seismic noise
in the Parkfield region driven by distant ocean winds (Zhang et al. 2009), and is slightly
higher than that of the typical microseism band of 0.1-0.2 Hz and the range of 0.1-0.9 Hz
used by the previous study (Brenguier et al. 2008b). We choose the slightly higher
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frequency range because of their relative stability within a short time range (Zhang et al.
2009) and their potential of detecting subtle temporal changes with short inter-station
distances.

Figure 4.4. A map of the Parkfield section of the San Andreas Fault (SAF). The
epicenters of the 1966 and 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquakes are marked with red and green
stars, respectively. The red lines denote surface traces of faults. Red triangles mark the
locations of 10 seismic stations of High Resolution Seismic Network (HRSN) used in this
study. The background is shaded topography with white being low and dark being high.
The inset shows the area on a map of California. SAF: the main San Andreas fault; NA:
North American Plate; PA: Pacific Plate; SAFOD: San Andreas Fault Observatory at
Depth.
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After the filtering process, we use a constant threshold to reduce the effect of
large events and spurious instrument noises. The threshold at each station is calculated as
the median value of the standard deviations of the daily-long seismic records within two
months for each event. Any data point with amplitude larger than the threshold was
assigned the threshold value. We also tested different values of the threshold and found
that the obtained daily EGFs are not very sensitive to such choice. Next, we compute the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the daily-long seismic records. Then we equalize the
amplitudes of spectrum to be ones while keep their phases in the frequency domain,
which is also named as “whitening” spectrum (Brenguier et al. 2008a, 2008b). Finally,
we cross-correlate the whitened spectrum between all possible station pairs in the
frequency domain and then compute the inverse FFT to obtain the daily EGF in the time
domain. Figure 4.5 illustrates an example of daily EGFs between stations CCRB and
MMNB one month before and after the 2004 Parkfield earthquake. Except a few days,
the obtained daily EGFs show high similarity up to 20 s, suggesting that they are stable
enough for measuring temporal changes.
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Figure 4.5. Waveforms of the daily Empirical Green Functions (EGFs) between the
station pair CCRB and MMNB before and after the 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquake. The
corresponding date of waveforms is labeled in the left (4-digit-year, 3-digit-Julian day)
and the stacked reference trace is shown on the top in red. The vertical red dashed line
and two vertical blue lines mark the time zero and time window to calculate the temporal
changes, respectively. Inter-station distance and azimuth are labeled on the top.

4.3 Measuring Temporal Changes from EGFs
To simplify the next analysis step, we consider the two-month daily EGFs around
each target event as an individual group. For a pair of stations within each group, we first
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stack all daily EGFs and use that as the reference trace (Figure 4.5). Next, we measure
the subtle changes between these daily EGFs and the reference within a fixed time
window (Wegler et al. 2009). The beginning of each time window is set to be ± l / v ,
where l is the inter-station distance and v is the assumed seismic velocity, and the plus
and minus signs correspond to the positive and negative time axis, respectively. The
velocity is set to be 3 km/s, which is slightly lower than the direct P-wave velocity in this
region (Zhang et al. 2009). In this way, the direct arrivals of the EGFs, which is more
affected by seasonal variations (Brenguier et al, 2008b), are not included in measuring
temporal changes.. The length of the time window is determined based on a data-adaptive
method using the correlation index d for a pair of stations as
d=

( ∑ s(t )) 2

N ∑ s 2 (t )

,

(4.1)

where s(t) is the daily EGF, and N is the total number of daily EGFs. A large correlation
index corresponds to time window with high waveform similarity and large Signal-toNoise Ratio (SNR). In this study, we choose the time window with the correlation index
d larger than 0.95.
After selecting the time window for each station pair, we employ two methods to
measure the temporal changes. The first method treats the daily EGF as the stretched or
compressed version of the reference waveform (Poupinet et al. 1984; Snieder et al. 2002;
Brenguier et al. 2008b; Wegler et al. 2009). The percentage of seismic velocity change is
calculated from the slope of time delay/advance (dt) vs. time (t) as
dv / v = − dt / t .

(4.2)
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Following Wegler et al (2009), each daily EGF was stretched and compressed using a
grid search with 10,000 trials between -3% and 3% to estimate the parameter dv/v from
Equation (4.2). For each trial of the grid search, we computed the correlation coefficient
R between the reference trace and the stretched or compressed daily EGF in the fixed
time window as discussed before. The best-fitting velocity change is assigned to be the
one associated with the largest R (Figure 4.6). Finally, we compute the median value
from all possible station pairs (with a minimum of 10 pairs) for each day and use it as a
measure of velocity change in our study region.
In the second method, we apply a sliding window waveform cross-correlation
technique (Niu et al. 2003; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006; Zhao and Peng 2009) to measure
the de-correlation index D(t) (defined as one minus the maximum cross-correlation
coefficient between two events) of the daily EGF to the reference trace (Figure 4.7). The
sliding window is 1-s long starting from -40 s to 40 s with sliding interval of 0.1 s in each
step. A cosine taper is applied to each window with 10% of the entire width to reduce the
Gibbs’ phenomenon (Niu et al. 2003; Peng and Ben-Zion 2006). Next, we compute the
median value of the de-correlation index (MDI) within the time window for each station
pair. Similar to the estimation of the velocity changes in the first method, the median
value of the MDI from all station pairs is used to quantify the temporal changes on that
day.
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Figure 4.6. An illustration of the stretch/compression method for the seismic trace within
the time window on date 2004270 as shown in Figure 4.5. The correlation value between
the reference and each stretched/compressed daily EGF is plotted on the left. Blue traces
on the right are the reference trace and the red ones represent the stretched or compressed
version of daily EGF with the corresponding percentage shown on the top of each panel.
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Figure 4.7. An illustration of the de-correlation index method for daily EGFs between the
station pair CCRB and MMNB around the 2004 Parkfield earthquake. The colored
background shows the de-correlation index of daily EGF with horizontal in time (second)
and vertical in dates. The reference trace is shown on the top in black color. Two vertical
dashed black lines mark the time window and horizontal red line denotes the occurrence
date of the 2004 Parkfield earthquake.

4.4 Results
The median velocity changes and MDIs are plotted at the corresponding day for
detecting temporal changes associated with each target event. Figure 4.8 shows the result
for the 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquake. Clear reduction of seismicity velocity (up to -0.7%)
is observed immediately after the 2004 mainshock, followed by a faster recovery in the
first few days and a smaller recovery at later times. The results from the median MDIs
also show a sudden increase immediately after the Parkfield mainshock. However, the
MDIs recover to the pre-mainshock within the next 1-2 days, faster than the recovery of
the seismic velocity changes. In both cases, the largest change is shown not at the same
day as the Parkfield mainshock, mostly likely because the mainshock occurred later on
that day (2004/09/28 17:57 UTC). Hence the averaged temporal changes on that day are
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smaller than the following day. In addition to the co-seismic changes associated with the
Parkfield mainshock, there is also a clear change in both the velocity change and decorrelation indexes around 18 days after the mainshock. We have examined nearby and
global seismicity, local tremor activity (Nadeau and Guilhem 2009) and precipitation, but
failed to find any correlation with the changes at this time.

Figure 4.8. (a) Median velocity changes between all possible station pairs versus the
occurrence dates relative to the 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquake (the red dashed line). The
vertical short black lines represent the median absolute deviations (MAD) of each
measurement. (b) Median value of de-correlation index versus the occurrence dates
relativel to the 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquake. The small black triangles and large black
dots mark the de-correlation index from all possible station pairs and their median values
for each date, respectively. In both panels, we did not show the daily median values if the
available number of station pairs is less than 5 on that day.
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Figure 4.9 shows the median velocity changes associated with four regional and
teleseismic events that have triggered tremor in the study region. The obtained results
show strong fluctuations of velocity changes, especially for the 2002 Denali earthquake,
which might be caused by the relatively low SNR before an increase of the preamplification gain for the HRSN in 2003 (Brenguier et al. 2008b). In addition, no clear
temporal changes in the median velocity changes are observed during the occurrence of
these regional and teleseismic events using the stretched method. The median MDI shows
a subtle increase around or immediately after the 2002 Denali, 2005 Mendocino, and
2009 Baja California events (Figure 4.10). However, similar or even larger changes are
observed at other times in each case. Hence, we conclude that the results obtained from
the two methodologies in this article did not reveal any clear and systematic changes
associated with these regional and teleseismic events.

Figure 4.9. Temporal changes in the median velocity changes associated with the four
regional/teleseismic events. The name of corresponding event is labeled on the x-axis.
Other symbols are the same as Figure 4.8a.
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Figure 4.10. Temporal changes in the median de-correlation indexes associated with the
four regional/teleseismic events. The name of corresponding event is labeled on the xaxis. Other symbols are the same as Figure 4.8b.

4.5 Discussions
In this study, we applied the recent developed noise cross-correlation technique to
detect temporal changes around the Parkfield section of the SAF associated with four
regional and teleseismic events that have triggered tremor in the same region. However,
within the resolution of the current technique, which is ~0.2% based on the average error
estimate of the velocity changes, we were unable to detect any clear changes associated
with these regional and teleseismic events. There are two possible explanations for such
‘negative’ results. One is that these events are too far to cause any temporal changes. The
second is that temporal changes did occur, but are undetected by the current technique.
We favor the second explanation for the following reasons.
First, recent studies based on spectral ratio analysis between borehole and surface
strong ground motion recordings have shown that modest ground motions on the order of
a few tens of gal or less (dynamic strain on the order of 10-5) is able to cause small but
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observable temporal changes in the shallow crust, resulting in nonlinear site response
(Wu et al. 2010; Rubinstein 2010). The peak ground velocities associated with these
regional and teleseismic events are in the range of 0.1–1 cm/s, which correspond to the
dynamic strain of 3x10-7–3x10-6, slightly smaller than the aforementioned threshold for
nonlinear ground motion. However, nonlinear effects have been identified in laboratory
studies of geomaterials under strains as low as 10-8 (TenCate et al. 2004). These results
suggest that the regional and teleseismic events could have the potential of causing
nonlinear response and small temporal changes in the shallow crust. Other supporting
evidence includes hydrological responses (i.e., changes of water table and surface water
flows) and eruptions of volcanoes/geysers associated with large nearby and teleseismic
earthquakes (e.g., Roeloffs 1998; Manga and Brodsky 2006; Manga and Wang 2007;
Wang et al. 2009). Among these studies, Roeloffs (1998) reported coseismic water level
rises in a well near Parkfield, California, in response to three local and five distant
earthquakes. The changes generally last for days or weeks, and were suggested to be the
consequence of increase of coseismic pore pressure near the well. Brodsky et al. (2003)
proposed that strong shaking from nearby earthquakes, or large surface waves from
teleseismic events, may unclog pre-existing fractures in the shallow crust, resulted in
increasing permeability and fluid flow. Finally, as mentioned before, Taira et al. (2009)
have found clear changes of deep scatterer and FZ strength associated with the 2004
Sumatra earthquake based on abundant repeating earthquakes in the same region. All
these studies support our interference that large regional and teleseismic events could
cause temporal changes around active FZs.
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To test the robustness of the technique, we also applied it to the 2004 Parkfield
mainshock and found clear temporal changes in both the seismic velocities and decorrelation indexes. This is consistent with recent studies in the same region based on
waveform analysis of repeating earthquakes (Rubinstein and Beroza 2005; Li et al. 2006;
Taira et al. 2008), repeatable control sources (Li et al. 2006), receiver functions (Audet
2010), and noise cross-correlation technique (Brenguier et al. 2008b). However, the
reduction in seismic velocity in our study (~0.8%) is larger than that measured from
Brenguier et al. (2008b) (~0.06%), but less than those (~ 1-4 %) from repeating
earthquakes (e.g., Li et al. 2006). The difference with Brenguier et al. (2008b) mainly
stems from their use of 30-day stacking of the daily EGF, which could significantly
smooth the co-seismic changes. Similarly, the value of 0.8% obtained in this study is
from the 1-day average, while individual repeating earthquakes could sample larger
temporal changes immediately after the mainshock.
The relationships between triggered earthquakes and tremor and triggered
temporal changes are still not clear at this stage. The fact that our current technique can
detect temporal changes from the nearby but not regional and teleseismic events, suggest
that temporal changes associated with regional and teleseismic events could be very small,
i.e., less than the detection ability of our current technique (~0.2%). This sensitivity can
be improved by enhancing the spatial directivity of this cross-correlation process. Indeed,
variations in locations of noise sources could result in the change of waveforms of EGFs
(Marzorati and Bindi 2008), which could be mapped into temporal changes in the
medium. To overcome this problem, many studies use the seismic noise records up to
tens of days to balance the distribution of noise sources (e.g., Brenguier et al. 2008b; Xu
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and Song 2009). However, this procedure will apparently reduce the resolution of
detected temporal changes. Future investigations are planned to assess the use of array
analysis (e.g., Rost and Thomas 2002) to select noise sources coming from certain
regions before computing EGFs.
It is worth pointing out that most of the triggered tremor did not occur around
Parkfield where most of the HRSN stations are located, but further south near Cholame
and north in the creeping section of the SAF (Peng et al. 2009). Hence, the station
coverage may not be ideal to detect temporal changes associated with the triggered
activity. It is also possible that temporal change is localized in certain regions (e.g., high
fractural densities or high-fluid pressures). Because we computed the median value of the
velocity changes and the de-correlation indexs, this procedure is most sensitive to
uniform changes in the medium and could average out potential localized changes. In this
case, focusing on the change of a particular phase, similar to that of Niu et al. (2003) and
Taira et al. (2009), could help to identify the localized temporal changes induced by these
regional and teleseismic events.
In addition, the depth resolution of the observed temporal changes from the
ambient noise studies is not well understood (Brenguier et al. 2008b; Xu and Song 2009;
Sleep 2009). Based on the correlations between the temporal changes, non-volcanic
tremor and afterslip, Brenguier et al. (2008b) proposed that the temporal changes
associated with the 2004 Parkfield earthquake are related to postseismic relaxation in the
deeper part of the FZ and surrounding region. In comparison, Sleep (2009) suggested that
the temporal changes observed by Brenguier et al. (2008b) could also be explained by the
rock damage in the near surface layers (e.g., Rubinstein and Beroza 2005). Systematic
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studies of the sensitivity kernels of the obtained NCCFs (e.g., Pacheco and Snieder 2006)
and the frequency dependent effects of the temporal changes (e.g., Xu and Song 2009)
could help to provide further constraints on the depth extent of the observed temporal
changes. Finally, it is possible is that the temporal changes is transient, and only occur
during the large-amplitude waves, followed by near-instantaneous recovery (e.g. Wu et al.
2010). If so, one has to rely on highly repeatable controlled sources (e.g., Niu et al. 2008)
to provide enough temporal samplings before and after the passage of the large-amplitude
surface waves.
Cross-correlation of seismic noises has become a useful tool for monitoring
temporal changes around active FZs and volcanic regions (e.g., Brenguier et al. 2008a,
2008b). Although our current analysis procedure does not identify any clear temporal
changes around the Parkfield section of the SAF associated with four regional and
teleseismic events, we feel that with future development it still has the potential of
detecting weak temporal changes associated with distant sources.
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RECAPITULATION

This thesis aimed at imaging bimaterial interfaces and detecting temporal
variations of FZ properties from systematic analyses of large seismic data sets recorded
along two active strike-slip faults in California. In the first part of this thesis (Chapters 1
and 2), clear FZHWs are observed along the Parkfield section of SAF and the central
Calaveras fault, indicating the existing of sharp velocity contrasts along fault interfaces.
Chapters 3 and 4 focus on studying temporal changes of the FZ properties associated with
large nearby earthquakes and teleseismic events using repeating earthquakes (Chapter 3)
and ambient noises cross-correlation technique (Chapter 4).
The results clearly demonstrate that major strike-slip faults are characterized by
well-defined bimaterial interface imbedded within a wedge-shaped low-velocity zone (e.g.
Ben-Zion and Sammis 2003). The fault interface likely extends at least to the bottom of
the seismogenic zone, as inferred from the persistent moveout of FZHW with depth. In
addition, clear along-strike variations of velocity contrasts are found in both regions, and
the obtained first-order velocity contrasts are generally consistent with surface geology
and 3D seismic tomography. The existence of such variations in bimaterial interface may
provide important clues on segmentations and rupture directivities of large earthquakes
on mature strike-slip faults (e.g. Ben-Zion 2006).
In comparison, the regions that show clear velocity reductions following nearby
large earthquakes are most prominent in the top few kilometers around active FZs and in
the top few hundred meters away from the FZs. The result is consistent with the
hierarchical wedge-shape FZ structure as inferred from recent seismic refraction
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experiments (Blümling et al. 1985; Mooney and Colburn 1985), tomography studies (e.g.,
Michael 1988), FZ trapped waves (Rovelli et al. 2002; Ben-Zion et al. 2003; Peng et al.
2003), and near-fault crustal anisotropy (Cochran et al. 2003, 2006; Peng and Ben-Zion
2004; Liu et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2007). Such a wedge-shape low-velocity zone is
expected to produce significant local amplification effects (Cormier and Spudich 2001;
Spudich and Olsen 2001; Rovelli et al. 2002). Hence it is more susceptible for further
damages in material strength from strong shakings of nearby large earthquakes, resulting
in larger time delays as observed from repeating earthquakes. This positive feedback
between the formations of damage zones and structures of FZs together with preferred
rupture directions inferred from bimaterial fault interfaces (Ben-Zion 2001; 2006) could
provide important information for seismic hazard mitigation.
In addition to large earthquakes in the same fault, clear increase of delay time was
found following the 1986 Mt. Lewis earthquake and the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake,
suggesting that strong shakings from large earthquakes at regional distances could also
produce damages in the shallow crust and within active FZs. Recent observations of
remote triggering of tremor and seismicity (e.g. Hill and Prejean 2007) indicate
alternative ways to perturb a FZ even with quite small dynamic stresses, which has been
long ignored by seismological community due to limitation of high-quality dataset.
Availability of huge-volume continuously-recorded digital seismograms in the recent
years provides a great opportunity for seismologists to detect subtle temporal changes
around active FZs. Using cross-correlations of ambient seismic noises, Brenguier et al.
(2008b) suggests a relation between the reductions of seismic velocity and coseismic
damage at shallow FZ and stress changes at depth after large local earthquakes. Chapter 4
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extends their work but focusing on subtle temporal changes around the Parkfield section
of the SAF caused by large distant earthquakes. The technique successfully detected
temporal changes associated with the 2004 Parkfield earthquake, but no clear changes
were found for 4 regional and teleseismic events that have triggered tremor in the same
region. It is likely that temporal changes associated with distance sources are very subtle
or localized so that they could not be detected within the resolution of the current
technique (~0.2%). Further studies are needed to improve the stability and resolution of
this technique so that it can be applied to provide long-term monitoring of active FZs and
volcanoes.
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